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ÀBSTRACT

An unconventional current transducer (Cr) based on a frequency modulated microwave oscilLator generated the need for

a very wide deviation FM demodulator possessing good linearity and frequency response. To satisfy this need, a phaselocked loop demodulator (prp) was built around a phase frequency detector (Pno).
The applicability of this
demodulator for use in a current measuring system was evaluated through laboratory measurements and computer modeling
of the loop in both the locked and unlocked mode of operation. The demodulator vras found to meet the requirements of
accuracy for revenue metering and it has the low frequency
response and sensitivity for the measurement of geomagnetically induced currents (CrC). Limitations of the voltage
controlled oscillator (vco) in the loop limited its usefulness for protection service, however, the inevitable develVCO technology
opment of a frequency agile, ultra-linear
will enabl-e improvements towards satisfying the demands of
this application.
The phase frequency detector v¡as demonstrated to be an ideal choice as a phase detection device
for this demodul-ator. Às wel1, the computer loop simulator
for design evaLuation proved to be a useful analytical tool.

1V

Keywords: phase frequency detector (pfO), phase-Iocked demo-

dulator

demodulator, computer modeling, phase
locked loop, acquisition, geomagnetically induced currents
(CrC), unconventional current transducer, wide deviation.
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCTÏ ON

1

.

i

UNCONVENTIONAL CURRENT TRANSDUCERS

Conventional methods of measuring current on high tension AC
transmission lines employ an instrument grade iron core

transformer (Cr), suitably isolated from ground. These devices until now have adequately performed the tasks required
of them. Although they suffer from Iimited frequency response and impaired accuracy during the presence of high
frequency, high amplitude currents caused by major system
disturbances, they have a Iong service Iife and are accurate
under normal conditions i1l, [2].
However with the higher
transmission voltages in use today and even higher ones
planned for the future,
ficulties,
1.

the conventional CT faces some dif-

notably:

greatly increased expense for
the primary

the bushing which is
of the CT (these make up the

isolation

main cost of the CT),
2"

the CT becomes quite Iarge resulting

in

a (mechani-

calIy) more complex installation,
3"

the Iarger dimensions of the CT resul-t in higher reactance to

resistance ratios

the expense required to
quency performance l4J,

1-

that further

increase

achieve acceptable high fre-

¿"

tr

recently developed high speed protection schemes
(necessary with the increased syStem voltages) put
greater demand on cT designers for improved frequency
response and fidelity of the waveform (which is in
opposition to the previous point) and
normat cTs are incapable of measuring geomagnetically
induced line currents and may be adversely affected
by them"

a highly expensive conventional CT and hence many unconventional current transducer
designs have been proposed, developed and are presently unThese unconventional CTs (hereafter
dergoing field trials.
CT wiIl stand for 'current transducer') usuaIJ-y consist of a
transducer for monitoring current mounted in close proximity
HPU) together with
to the line (the high potential unit,
information to a unit
some apparatus for transmitting this
on the ground (ground potential unit, GPU) for further processing. Àmong the possible advantages offered by these unconventional CTs over the conventional ones ares reduced
cost especially above 230 kV; greater low and high frequency
response; immunity to saturation by high frequency and direct currents; and reduced size resulting in easier instal-

The above requirements result in

lation and rePair.
A CT system Pioneered at the University of Manitoba exploits the property of ferri te resonance at RF and microwave
frequencies. When the fer rite is immersed in a magnetic

-2

f

ieId, the frequency of this resonance dependends

ly linear fashion on the strength

of the fie1d"

1n

a high-

À

Gallium

Àrsenide doped Yttrium Iron Garnet (VIC) crystal can serve

as such a resonator in the frequency range of interest t3].
When a YIG resonator is installed in the feedback loop of an
oscillator, the frequency of the output is linearly dependent on the magnetic field surrounding it" Àn oscillator of
thi s type wi II be f requency modulated ( r'¡¿) by the rnagnet ic
field produced by the current through a conductor in a
transmission system if the resonator is placed in proximity
of the conductor" If the oscillator output is fed to a
broadband antenna which radiates a signal via a free space
path to ground, this device than forms the HPU of an unconventional CT. An FM receiver forming part of the GPU demodulates the signal and processes it as required. Àlternatively,
the free space path could be replaced by a
dielectric waveguide system mounted within a smaIl bushing
[10]. This necessitates selecting the transmitter's operating frequency sufficiently high to make the size of the waveguide reasonably smaIl" The YIG oscil-lator freguency deviation produced by a given line current amplitude is
dependent on the distance separating the YIG crystal from
the current carrying conductor while its center frequency is
maintained by a set of permanent bias magnets embedded in
the oscillator casing. The University of Manitoba CTs operate with an oscillator center freguency of about 1.5 GHz and
a total peak to peak frequency deviation of 300 MHz (center

3-

frequency 1150 uHz)

at the maximum expected line current.
Three of these CTs (specifically referred to as ÀC-ECT for
AC electromagnetic current transducer) vlere installed at
three different substations for evaluation. The earliest of
these $ras installed at a Manitoba Hydro site in Àugust, 1975
The transmitter and receiver of this initial unit was
t8l.
designed to make the instrument useful for the purposes of
protection and transient analysis.
This vras required to
faithfully reproduce the waveform of a 20 per unit (pu) Iine
current with good high frequency response but with lower
constraints on accuracy. The two other units were designed
for maximum sensitivity 17l (hence lower dynamic range) and
good low frequency response in order to measure currents induced by a geomagnetic process. Long transmission Iines associated with high voJ-tage technology are susceptible to and
hence generate the need for monitoring geomagnetically induced currents which are low frequency (periods greater than
10 seconds), Iow amplitude (typically under 100 amps) currents superimposed on the normal 50 Hz line current"
1.2 CT DISCRIMINÀTORS
All three of these CT systems made use of a delay line discriminator as a demodulator for the receiver in the GPU t9l "
The delay line discriminator performed weII in terms of its
linearity (less than 0.seo maximum deviation from linearity
at f requency deviations of less than 100 ¡,tHz) , its f requency
response and its starL up time (demodutation commenced with4-

in an extremely short span of time after initial reception
of an input signal) " In addition, the discriminator reliability is high owing to the fact that it primarily consists
of pass ive components " I ts dynamic range l.¡as reported to be
poor in the units tested (Iess than 100:1). However there
are both theoretical and practical tradeoffs between Iinearity and dynamic range and the option of maximizing \h. Iatter was not fu11y exercised. Work has yet to be carried out
in quantifying the range achievable with this type of discriminator, Some of the shortcomings of the delay Iine discriminator are as fol lows "
1.

2"

the discriminator is fixed
during its manufacture and cannot be electrically aItered while operating. This Iimitation prohibits the
electronic tracking of the transmitter's center frequency Lo accommodate drift
due to temperature fluctransmitter misadjusttuations, aging and initial
ment" This results in a shift of the operating point
within the range of the discriminator and its subsequent dc offset and change in linearity"
The discriminator has poor rejection of amplitude
modulation appearing at its input (caused by changes
in path loss and transmitter povler output with frequency). This requires the inclusion of a high performance microwave AGC (automatic gain control) ahead
of the discrirninator to level out the offending amThe center frequency of

5*

a

pritude variations.
such an ÀGc is expensive and
difficult to adjust.
The discriminator exhibits a high sensitivity to uncontrolled impedance variations associated with the
components used in the construction of the device.
These components must be hand picked to assure that
the expected performance goals for Iinearity and dynamic range are realized"

Motivated by the above points,

this thesis investigates
the application of a phase locked roop demodurator (pr,n) as
an arternative to the deJ-ay line type emproyed in the existing ECTs. Existing technorogy wirr be exproited to construct a working demodurator and some key design toors appricabre to this type of loop shall be assembred. This
demodurator wilt be evaruated in terms of its suitability
for metering, protection and its abitity to monitor geomagnetically induced currents. The demands placed on the demodurator by these three crasses of measurement is discussed
with more detail in Appendix À.
The demodulator should be abre to accept a peak to peak

deviation of at least 200 MHz preferabì-y as high as 400 MHz
in order to fully rearize the dynamic range inherent in the
transmitter" This is particularly important in protection
applications where the reguired range may exceed 1000:1 (60
dB)" The phase delay for protection apptication should be
ress than 50 ss arthough a composite error in amplitude as
-6

high as Seo is all-owed (appendix À). The same device may
also be employed for metering provided the linearity of the
current measurement (at the fundamental frequency) is of metering grade in the range of 0.1 to 1"2 per unit (peak to
peak deviations of 1"5 MHz and 18 MHz respectively)"
Except for a smalI temperature dependence of

the trans-

mitter's tuning sensitivity t8l which could be comjensated
for in post detection signal processing, the transmitter
seems to possess the qualifications
necessary to meet t,he
reguirements of the above applications, even with metering
and protection carried out by one unit. Assuming this to be
the case, the task will be to ascertain whether or not the
phase locked demodulator can complement the transmitter in a
complete measuring system.
Critical components wiIl be
identified and the limitations they impose on the system
performance wiIl be spotlighted. An attempt wilI be made to
specify these components as required for the successful design of a demodulator.
À glossary of notation is included in Appendix D for the

reader's convinience "

7-

Chapter I I
THE PHÀSE LOCKED DISCRIMTNATOR_ DESIGN
PRI NCI PLES

2"1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the theoreticar background and design
techniques for a phase rocked FM demodulator, the imprementation of which sharr be described in the folrowing chapter.
The phase locked demodulator will exhibit two distinct modes
of operation ; the rocked or linear mode where FM demodulation is taking prace and the unrocked (non-rinear) mode
where the demodurator'is either searching for or in the process of rocking onto an FM signal. The,former case has been
dealt with

analytically

by many investigators.

The next

section of this chapter wilr bring together many of these
ideas and design toors which are pertinent to the process of
FM demodul-at i on

"

This type of

FM

demodulator wilI prove

idearry suited for apprication of a specific phase detection
device namery the phase frequency detector. Techniques for
extensively and accurately analyzing the operation of an FM
demodurator built around this type of phase detector, particurarry in the unlocked mode have not yet been pubrished.
The fourth section of this chapter wirl provide a detaired
description of this phase detector (for readers not famiLiar
with its operation) while the remainder of the chapter wiLl
-8

develop analytical

and design tool-s that apply specifically

to this detector-demodulator combination" The effectiveness
of these tools in describing

the operation of the demodula-

tor in both the locked and unlocked mode of operation shall
be demonstrated.

Once the loop operation is clearly

stood and hence accurately predictable,

under-

a design can be im-

plemented with a high degree of confidence in its ability

to

perform the required tasks"
2.2

PHÀSE LOCK FM DEMODULATION

The concept of a phase lockedl

treated extensively
theoretical
of the

loop is well

in the literature,

treatment of the subject will

readily available

references"

equations and terminology
the service of

FM

relating

demodulation will

of the material in

this section

developed and

hence any detailed
be left

to any

one

Fundamental design

to Èhe loop employed in
now be presented.
Most
applies to

a very

basic

second order phase locked loop but serves as a starting
point for the development of somewhat more sophisticated designs one of which is studied extensiveJ-y in this thesis.
Figure 2.1 depicts the phase locked demodulator
(hereafter referred to as PLD) in its most basic form"
input signal applied to the loop
taneous f reguency c,r, , that

The

is a sinusoid with instan-

is

1 The device has been referred to in the literature as any
one of phase locked, phase locking and phase l-ock loop
creating a curiously large amount of concern on the part

of technical editors

[1

1:

2221-2222J
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vd(r) = r¿(e¡(t) - eo(t))
Phaaa
t€ c tor

De

Fp ( J@)

FY (

n( ¡ -)

Jo)

'o(t)

n. (t)

Figure 2"12 Basic phase Locked Demodulator
ô¡ =oc €0i

dr

(t)

...(2.1)

where r.r, is the center freguency of the demodurator (i.e.

the freguency of the input signal which results in a zero
output of the demodurator) and 0i (t) is the modurated component of the phase. The voltage controlred osciLrator (vco)
provides an output with instantaneous frequency @o determined by the control vortage vo (t). The output of the phase
detector, rd varies in proportion to the difference between
the phase of the voltage controrled oscirlator and that of
the incoming signal. when in the locked condition, the
feedback of the loop strives to minimize this difference by
adjusting the vco phase through smarl changes in the vco
frequency. since the incoming freguency is a function of
the modulation it is expected that the vco frequency and
hence the vco control voltage i+irr represent this modula10

tion.
The average frequency of the VCO must be egual to
that of the incoming signal if the l-oop is in the l_ocked
condition as described above. That is to say that for a
period of consideration there must be a corresponding cycle
of VCO output for every cycle of incoming signaL. This is
not true once lock is lost and the loop is attempting (or
at least should be) to acguire the signal. For most loop
designs the rocked and unl-ocked conditions must be dealt
with separately both from analytical and design points of
view.

lock has been achieved and the transients have died
avray a straight forward, linear servo loop analysis may be
employed. À very thorough treatment of this approach has
been undertaken by Blanchard [12] et aI and some of the resulting equations pertinent to the development of the system
in this thesis wiIl now be presented.
Once

The phase detector output voltage is a function of the
the phase difference between the input signal and VCO out-

put. In practical loops this relation is approximately Iinear, thus
vo (t)=Ko (o¡

(r)-oo (r))

where Ko is the phase detector

an. The phase error
g.

may be

(2.2)

gain in units of Volt s/radi-

defi ned as

(t)4e, (t)-eo (t)

". " (2"3)

11

The output frequency of the VCO is proportional to
control- voltage, vo (t), which is to saY

the

'

doo( t)=Kovo (t)
dr

.".(2"4)

where Ko is the vco gain constant (usuarly in units of radians/volt-sec).
The roop fitter transfer function r(jw/w)

determines dynamic properties of the pLD such as transient
response and tracking error " The transf er f unctions Fo ( jr,.,)
and { (jr^¡) represent parasitic elements in the open loop

transfer function.
These are respectively,
the transfer
function of the phase detector post firter ( required in arl
practical phase detectors thus far developed to remove unwanted products of the detection process) and the inherent
vco response to the contror signar (urtimatery some sort of
1ow pass filter).
The vco response is not usuatly under the

contror of the loop designer so that in most cases the roop
firter F(jw/w) is chosen such that its effect on the roop
performance overrides that of the vco's response. rf this
is the case' vc (t) is proportionar to vo (t) in Fig. 1. The
response of the vco wilr impose constraints on the design of
the roop firter, particurarJ-y as to the upper frequency limit (based on considerations of stability
1.121 , t13l ) .
The
designer has more control over the post detection firter and
this is usuarly serected to have an upper frequency cut off
severar times that of the J-oop firter (again based on stability considerations) "

-12

À set

of three basic loop equations that describe the
closed loop (as depicted in Fig. 2"1) will now be deveJ-oped"
The quantities of ultimate interest are the VCO controL
voltage,

vo

(t) and phase error (2"3)

"

Begin by expressing (2"2) and (2"4)
main2 as follows
vo ( jo)=K¿ (O¡ ( jc.r)-Oo

(

jo)

in the frequency do-

)

"""

(2"s)

and
jc.r0o ( jco)=Ko% ( jr^¡)

The phase detector output and

ed by the loop

filter

... (2.6)

VCO

function

control voltage are relat-

as

% ( jt)= F( jar) V6 ( jr.r)

"."(2.7)

Appropriate substitutions involving (2.5),(2.6)
and (2.7)
along v¡ith the definition of the linear closed loop transfer
f unction H( jor) , results in
oo(jar)

_-r.,
ti(

KoK¿F(jor)

lú)' = e, ( j.r= jEÇEFj;)

which relates the
H ( jo) and,

VCO

v, (jor) - ja

phase to the input phase
o¡

. " " (2"8)

in terms of

( jar ) tt ( jc.., )

".(2"e)

Ko

2 An attempt will be made to consistently represent frequency domain guantities by upper case var iabl-e names and t ime
domain quantities with lower case ones throughout this

thesis.

13

The phase error may be expressed in terms of

ing the definition of phase error , (2.3)
frequency domain, phase error is then
o. ( jc^.r)=(1-H(

jo.¡)

)ê¡

(

) by applyto (2.8).
In the
H ( j<,-'

jol =;3T
- jc.r+Ko !ii),
K6 F ( jr..r)

...(2"10)

.

The last

three expressions comprise the set of basic loop
equations on whic.h the remaining design and analysis of the
PLD is based. The choice of the loop filter function, F(jo)
w i 1I nord be made .
i

t)

d\ -,

I

_L

:

Figure 2"2: Circuit of the loop filter"
The most common and well understood loop filter

functions in,

modern implementations is that of the form
F ( j<^r) =

-(1+jc¿RzC)
joR 1C

and is realized by the circuit

(2 " 11)

depicted in Figure 2.2.

If

the gain of t.he amplifier is very high it does not appear in
the expression for the loop response.
The sign of the

14

function in egn. (2"11) is arbitrary in that its effect may
be reversed by a comprementary change in the sign of either
the VCO or phase detector gain constants. The loop will
function correctly providing the vco phase moves in the direction appropriate to minimizing the phase error.
Substitution of

(2"11

H ( j<.r) =

) into (2.8) and (2.10) results in
al + j?Sau r¿
"".(2"12)
at! -@2+j2lanos

and
-o)2

1-H(ja¡)=

al -a2+2jr,,

..(2"13)

where the parameter o;n is the natural or loop frequency and

5 is the damping factor [13,14]. These parameters may be
expressed in terms of the loop filter circuit elements as
..2
wî

Ko

K¿

(a))

Rlc

...(2.14

Ko K¿ RzC

"""Q.14 (b))

and
2Sl'l, =

RrC

The underlying intent

on developing this type of pLD is

to enable tracking of a frequency modulated signar where the
most significant component of the moduration is a sinusoid
which is perhaps accompanied by several harmonicalJ-y related
terms but of much lower amplitudes. Therefore, it is reasonable to study the response of the loop to such a signal
and relate this response to the loop parameters.
15

The relationship between the line current (ttre input to a
current measuring system) and the vco control vortage (con-

sidered to be the output of the pLD) shall now be deveroped
in terms of the loop transfer function and loop parameters
discussed above.

consider a current flowing past the
oscillator in the HPU of the form

ir (t)=srN(ot+p,

yrG

...(2.1s)

)

where o is

the line frequency and öi is an arbitrary phase
constant. This current freguency modulates the instantaneous freguency of the oscillator about a center freguency @c .
The transmitter output becomes the input to the pLD. Hence,
the instantaneous input freguency to the loop is
c.,,

(t)=&¿. SIN(Ot+4.

)

. . . (2.16)

The quantity &, is

defined as the peak frequency deviation
(or simply frequency deviation) and is the maximum freguency
dispracement from o, . The center frequency of the transmitter and PLD as described earlier are assumed to be egual.
The choice of @, is arbitrary at this point and for simprici ty i s set to zero, thu's i t does not appear in (2.16) "
Eguating (2.16) and (2.1) yields

Èe(
dtl

t)=A,¿¿.

SIN(Ot+d¡

In the frequency domain (2.17 )
oi ( j0) ¡l

jd,

NÐ.

,"

"
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)

"".(2"17)

becomes
(2

.18)

Substituting (2" 1B) into (2"9 ) results 1n an expresslon
relating the output voJ.tage of the PLD, % (jO) as a function
of modulation frequency to the deviation ( hence current magnitude) and input phase constant (current phase) " Thus
aðo( io
ao,i

)

e

j (do-d¡ )

"""(2.1e)

= H(jo)

À useful definition is the demodulator gain,

GD

which (in

a

linear system) relates the magnitude of the current Ac,r, to
the magnitude of the output voltage when H ( jr.r) is at unity
(its low freguency or dc value)" Rewriting (2.19) with this
new parameter gives

v.

( jo)=Á,c.r,

Go"

jÓ'
"(

j(.))

"""(2"20)

-1.

Plots of H(jç¿) for a specific loop design
appear in a later chapter although generalized plots for a
variety of loop types may be found in Blanchard 1,121 " These
plots are unity at dc and Iow frequencies, then peak when
Q=gn and ro11 off at 6 dB per octave with increasing frequency thereafter"
The transfer function H(jco) is determines the frequency response of the demodulator.
For low
modulation frequencies (Q<0"1arn or depending on accuracy rewhere

GD=Ko

quirements),
% ( jO)=Ar.r, Go

The peak freguency deviat ion of
1n

"""(2"21)

the

VCO

a manner similar to that of the input
17

, Arno
signal

1S

&òi

def ined

except

that it

a function of the modulating freguency O"
Àn Equation relating these two guantities to the modulating
freguency is found by substituting (2.6) into (2"9). Thus,
becomes

#tt¿

.j

(o' -ó'

)= H( j0)

. " " (2.22)

The above relation is useful in determining the maximum fre-

required to provide in order
for the locp to remain locked. In addition, the maximum
difference between the instantaneous VCO and input freguencies wilI be given by (A'coo -aar. cos( lôo-ó, l) which will indicate a 'worst case' bandwidth requirement for an IF (interquency swing that the VCO is

mediate frequency)

stage should this be incorporated into

the PLD (chapter 3).
Substituting (2.12), (2.13) into (2.22) the peak deviation
ratio, Mo /Mi may be expressed (magnitude only) by

g!=
funi

a!
( r^rr2

+45'rlA'
-o 2 ) +4 S'r|a'

(2.23 (a))

2

and phase by
óo

""(2.23 (b))

=ói+rAN-'l+] -rÀN 'lzl*r-l
l_{of

The loop phase error (2"3)

-oz

I

wiIl,

Iike the

VCO

and input

signal phase be sinusoidal with respect to time.
The peak
value of the phase error function r^'ilL depend on the input
freguency deviation and modulating freguency. The phase error function can be expressed in the frequency domain by
substituting (2.18) into (2.10). Thus
18

ou

(jç¿¡= {i

(2.24)

"jt'(1-H(js¿)

be expressed in the time domain
0. ( t ) =Adcos (f¿t+óe ) where the peak phase error is given by

The phase error

may

^ô=u
o

Ir

-s( jo)

"."Q"25)

I

and the phase error function phase
ó, =ô¡ +TÀN-

as

r 1_H ( js¿)
[

1S

:""Q"26)

]

Substitution of (2.12) and ( 2. 1 3 ) into (2.26) results in
Aó=

&'
d(,.rf

and

...(z.zt

Q

(a))

-0 2) 2+4S,rlV,

þ, =ô,+7r-rÀN

...(2.27 (b))

'

["ä,]
Equation 2.27 (.a ) is primarily used to determine the dynamic
range required by the phase detector in order to accommodate
When the condition O=tn ho1ds, (2.21 (a))
the modulation.
yields the

maximum peak phase

frequency deviation.

If

4ó.n

error for a given input signal
is defined

to be the

maximum

phase error that can be accepted by the phase detector (and

still

have it operate as a phase detector)

then the

peak deviation fuùi is determined by substituting
(2.27 (a) ) and solving f or
Hence,

maximum

S}=c.rn

for

-,r;

&,*r,

"""(2"28)

=a@,o 2$a.rn
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Maximizíng the loop frequency is

seen to be advantageous as

it increases the alLowable deviation and therefore the amplitude of the current" À means of measuring the loop frequency is suggested as an excitation of the loop at this
frequency produces maximum phase error which is a quantity
that may be readily measured in many types of phase detector

2.3

s

PLD TRANSIENT

RESPONSE

The time domain response of the PLD to a step change in input phase or frequency is an alternative method of specify-

ing the loop's performance as opposed to the steady state
freguency response method discussed in the last section.
Percentage overshoot and settling time of some loop quantity, such as the phase error obtained either analytically or
experimentally, can provide a measure of how closely the design meets the desired goals" Care must be taken during the
testing procedure to assure that loop components such as the
phase detector and VCO are not overdriven by the test signals as the loop will loose lock with resulting invalidation
of the tests" The transient response of a second order loop
is dealt with in a multitude of reference texts (examples
incrude Gardner [13], Blanchard l12l and Geiger t14l ) and
further presentation here is inappropriate. However for
completeness, the time domain response equations for phase
step, frequency step and freguency ramp inputs applied to
the type of J.oop used in this thesis work is included in Ap-
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pendix B"

in later
chapters when comparisons of the response of such loops to
the response of implemented designs are made.
2"4

These equations will be referred to

THE PHÀSE FREQUENCY ÐETECTOR

The loop theory of the previous section vras originally de-

veloped on the assumption that the phase detector pfovides

proportional to the instantaneous
difference between the phase of two signals on a continuous
basis. The phase detector employed in the PLD actually implemented belongs to a family of phase detectors known as
sequential phase detectors; so called, because the phase
difference is determined by observing the occurrence of one
signal zero crossing with respect to the other. Other attributes of the signal such as amplitude., additive noise and
harmonic content do not play a part in the output of the detector. The specific device under consideration is referred
to as a phase-frequency detector (pFp), the phase frequency
nomenclature arises from the ability of this detector to
sense the difference in average frequency between Lhe two
signals should such a difference exist"
These devices take
the form of sequential logic circuits realized with either
TTL technology for operating frequencies of a few MHz or ECL
technology which may approach 1 00 MHz " They are produced by
several major semiconductor manufacturers, examples types
being the Motorola tqc4044 and MC4344 and the Fairchild 11c44
an output voltage that is
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The PFD possesses several- features which makes it partic-

ularly attractive for this application.
1"

2"

)

The PFD has an extended phase range of 1360 degrees

resulting from a small amount of memory associated
with the logic, and is extremely linear throughout
this range
\
The response of the PFD to phase difference'is nonperiodic and unique to the range 1360 degrees; the
antithesis being the common multiplier type phase detector whose sinusoidal transfer function t1 3l not
only changes sign every 1 80, degrees but results in
an identical response for phase differences occurring
in multiples of 360 degrees. This non-periodic feature is useful in a PLD that contains an intermediate
frequency (ff) stage as it will prevent the loop from
locking onto the image frequency (a process that wiII
be explored in greater deLail further on).
The PFD's ability to provide frequency information
allows for reliable acquisition of the signal should
phase lock be lost.
This is important if this demodulator is empì.oyed in a protection application (as
discussed in the introduction) where recovery of the
measurement system following signal interruption is
mandatory

¿.

"

Since the PFD is itself a )-ogic circuit,the

incorporation of logic type freguency dividers (inexpensive
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and readily available) may be employed in the loop to

modify the transfer function of loop components.
5"

provides a natural rejection to amplitude
modulation appearing on the input signal since it is
a transition sensitive device.
The

PFD

The PFD is an edge triggered loqic device designed Lo
change state (depending on the logic family) on eit\her the

rising or falLing edge of two applied signals, commonly labeled as R for reference signal and V for the variable signal" The voltage leve1s are determined by the logic family
to which the device belongs.
Although the device operates
with discrete logic levels it may still be embedded in an
analog phase Iocked loop providing suitable interfacing to
the PFD is in place"
Two logical output lines, labeled
pump-up (pu) and pump-down (po) may be used as controls to
an on chip charge pump integrator configured to yield a second order loop filter [15],1201, t161. The charge pump integrator serves to interface the output of the detector to the
analog control input of the VCO.
À conceptual demonstration of PFD operation within a
now follows.

PLD

that the PFD is used in the loop of
Fig" 2"1 and that the R line of the PFD is the signal input
to the PFD while t,he V line is fed by the VCO. The pump
dor+n line becomes active3 at the occurrence of the active
Àssume

3 To avoid the specification of logic levels and voltage
leve1s which are family dependent the term active is employed" The active state is one which effects some action
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signal (v signal) edge and remains in this state until
t,he occurrence of the corresponding input signal (n signal)
edge" By becoming active, the pump down signal signifies
that the VCO signal edge is leading that of the inpub edge
(i"e. the VCO phase leads that of the input signal).
Furthermore I the duration of the pump down line activity is a
measure of the phase difference between the two sign11s" If
the pump down line decreases the charge on the integrator
then the VCO frequency wilI decrease thereby retarding Lhe
phase of the vCO so as to meet the phase of the reference
signal. Conversely, the pump up line becomes active when
the input edge proceeds that of the VCO, thereby increasing
the charge on the integrator and the VCO phase will be advanced towards the input signal phase" with proper design
of the loop filter, a stable phase lock.wiII occur.
VCO

Figure 2.3 demonstrates the action of the PFD. The active
edges of the input and VCO signals are depicted as lines in
the R and V tracks, respectively. The VCO frequency is
slightly higher than that of the input signal thereby causing the phase error as defined earlier to decrease steadily.
In the case of TTL PFDs, a logical zero represents the active state" These lines are shown this way on the same diagram. The pump down line is active in region À as expected,
with decreasing duty cycle as the input signal phase catches
up to the VCO phase while the pump-up line is active in re-

while the inactive
tion"

state represents a 'no change'condi24

O volt

+5 volt
O volt

+5 volt
Phase

Error
(ee)

2r
t
o

-Í

Figure 2.3: Demonstration of

PFD

operation

gion B yrhere the VCO phase begins to lag. The phase difference of 360 degrees is exceeded in region c and the pump up
Iine begins to toggle in a seemingly erratic manner. This
demonstrates the frequency sensitive behavior of the device
since the Iine that toggles will indicate which freguency is
higher and furthermore the duty cycle of this waveform wiIl
yield information as to the frequency difference"
The interval over which either the pump-up or pump-down
is active shall be designated the pump time and will be represented by tp. This time is basicalJ-y the interval between
corresponding active edges of the v and R waveforms" In
25

terms of the R and V phase (9, and

time is approximated

eu

respectively) the

pump

by

le* -oo
Lp-

I

"".

(2.2e)

ú).

I

The average output voltage per unit cycle is then
vd

)

2n

. " " ( 2.30

volts

)

the pump voltage (output logic
level) of the PFD. In order to apply the equations developed earlier to a loop using the PFD, the phase error as defined in (2.3) is applied to Q"29) and (2.30) above. Equation (2"29) becomes
where rp is the magnitude of

.

!-

Lp-

and (2"30)

". (2.31)

becomes
"

vo =Ko 0,

". (2.32 (a) )

where
Ko=

."((b))

å
¿1t

the phase detector gain as defined earlier and given here in
units of volts/radian.
The above quantity is valid for a
periodic vraveform over many cycles" When the conditions for
continuous time approximation are met, the gain constant may
be treated in the same l¡ay as that for a normal analog detector and be substituted in (2.14). The continuous time
approximation is met when the input and VCO freguencies are
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larger than the l-oop f reguency c.rn . Gardner [ 15] suggests that the minimum input freguency applied to the loop
should be at least ten times that of the loop frequency if
the continuous time approximation is to be applied. Operating with a smaller factor may also introduce potential stability problems "
much

Difficutties with the PFD arise from the pr.r"n"" \of pump
pulses at the input of the loop filter,
especially when using an integrator built around a high gain amplifier as opposed to a charge pump integrator " These pulses are of high
amplitude and may contain frequency components beyond that
which the amplifier can deal y¡ith effectively.
This may
cause undesired operation of the device with effects such as
offset, pulsewidth saturation and increased noise.
Increased pulse feedthrough may occur with the pulses reaching
the control input of the VCO. To circumvent these potential
post detection filters must be carefully
difficulties,
placed in the loop to suppress unr.¡anted pulse energy while
at the same time assuring that the stability of the loop is
not compromised" The need for additional filtering results
in a loop which is not of the simpÌe type so far assumed and
is difficult to describe analytically.
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2"5 ACQUTSTTION OF LOCK
This section deal-s with the loop when it is in the unlocked
state, a condition that exists when the two applied frequencies to the phase detector are not equal. In this condition
the phase detector behavior is not according to (2"2) with
the result that the locked state behavior is no longer applicable" À successful unlocked loop design serves to bring
the two frequencies close enough together for phase lock to
occur" Further discussion of the acquisition problem wiIl
only be in the context of the PFD as the loop behavior in
the unlocked state is primarily dependent on the type of detector employed"
The PFD behavior in a locked loop condition was found in

a manner similar to that used for analyzing conventional
types of phase detectors. However, its behavior in the unlocked loop condition reguires a completely ñew approach, to
the extent that non rinear methods developed for conventionaI phase detectors cannot be applied" Fortunately the acquisition process of the PFD is much easier to understand
than its analog counterparts, being more reliable and consistent in actuar operation" À crude anaryticar model wirr
be presented to aid in predicting the acquisition behavior
for this particular loop" The discussion wirr then read to
a computer simulation of the process which is capable of exact results for any type of loop that employs the pFD"
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It the frequency of the V signal applied to the PFD signi f icantly exceeds t.hat. of Lhe R signal ( f or a period of
time long enough for the phase difference to exceed 360 degrees ) then the pump-down line will toggle with a duty cycle proportional to the frequency difference between the two
input signals" The pump-up line on the other hand, continues to remain inactive"
Conversely, if frequency of the R
signal exceeds that of the V signal, the pump-up line wiII
toggle and the pump-down line will remain inactive. The exact duty cycle as a function of freguency difference may be

dc Voltmeter

Figure 2"4t Frequency to voltage measurement set-up
found analytically

or may be measured in the laboratory with the set up depicted in Fig. 2.4. This set up
establishes an equivalent dc voltage for the waveform pres¡211, [16J
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Figure 2.52 Duty cycle versus frequency (Mc4044)

ent at the PFD output for a given freguency difference between the two applied signals (R,V) to the PFD. This dc
voltage shall be referred to as vd and will be defined as
positive for the pump up line and negative for the pump down
line. The Y-axis of the ptot shown in Fig. 2"5 presents the
magnitude of vd normalized to the PFD output voltage, Vp
while the X-axis represents normalized frequency difference
as given by
6¡n=

Fv -Eh

FR

. " (2-33)

The device tested was a Motorola MC4044 TTL PFD and the applied signal frequencies ranged from 20 k:Hz to 200 kHz"
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estimating the acquisition
time wiIl now be presented" For a frequency difference between the R and V signals applied at time t=0, the integrator output voltage wiII be
Àn analytical

technique for

vo

(t)=

The VCO frequency as

related to vo by the
aro

#+vo

a

VCO

(tl=

(o)

.".Q-34')

function of time is propor\ionally
gain constant Ko, thus,

jtåt+Kovo
(o)
RrC'

..(2.35)

À constant value for the magnitude of vd is assumed to

be

This can be
0.5v0 in keeping with a 'worst case' analysis.
justified by the results exhibited in Fig" 2" 4. Àpplying
this to (2.35) and differentiating yields

.."(2"36\

(t)= Ko vg
-Èro
æ
dt
which is an estimate of the rate at which the

VCO frequency

will be swept toward the R signal frequency. How (2.36) is
applied to establishing acquisition time is not obvious as
it gives no indication of how close together the two signal
frequencies must be in order to establish phase lock. Àt
this point it is assumed that the maximum frequency difference thaL can exist before lock is estabtished is equal to
the the maximum frequency step that may be applied to a
locked loop without lock being l-ost. The maximum phase error for a given frequency step size (applied to a loop at
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rest and locked) can be obtained from the solutions for the
Ioop transient response given in Àppendix B. The loop will
remain in Iock as long as the phase error does not exceed
it s allowed maximum (tgeO degrees f or the PFD). Let brr*
be the maximum frequency step that may be accepted by the
PLD without loss of Lock and Ac.rro be the maximum f requency
difference between the VCO output frequency in the ünlocked
condition and the input frequency signal applied at t=0.
&s¿ will be the f reguency dif ference between the upper and
lower limits of the VCO tuning range for a 'worst case'
analysis. The maximum expected acquisition time, T, can be
estimated from
T. =2R1C(Ár^lr¿ -Aalsmar

)

(2 -37 )

Ko vp

The above approach to determining acquisition time is un-

doubtedly simplified, but no further effort wil-1 be expended
in further refinement as techniques for accurately simulating the unlocked loop on a digital computer are described in

the next section.
Comparing the predictions of the above
approach with the computer model shows reasonable agreement
between the two methods thereby demonstrating that the simpIe analytic approach is useful as a rough guide to be used
during the initial design process. (botn pump lines are inactive).
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2.6

COMPUTER BÀSED LOOP SIMULÀTOR

The PFD has been treated as a conventional analog phase de-

tector insofar as analyzing its operation in a locked loop
is concerned. The discrete nature of its output has been
disregarded by assuming that conditions for continuous time
approximation are in place" This approach was presented to
serve as a guideline for the initial design of the 1pop" À
computer simulation of the loop may be applied to cases
where conditions for the continuous time approximations are
not strongly met or when a more accurate determination of
unlocked behavior is required.
Simulation may offer other
advantages over the analytical solutions" These may be summarized as follows:
1. The analog model for the PFD has difficulty providing
accurate results when the f r"qr-ren.y di f f erence between the two inputs is small, such as during cycle
slips which occur when the phase range of the device
is exceeded" The simulator on the other hand, can
represent behavior of the loop for a wide range of
frequency differences such as those occurring from a
few cycJ-e slips to complete acguisition of the signal.
2" The simulator will include the pump pulses in the
demodulator output which may be quite significant depending on the additional filtering provided.
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The simulator is

¿"

not restricted to a particular PFD
as any cornbinational or sequential logic block may be
included providing its operation is completely specified by the manufacturer.
The modeling of complex loop filters may be more easiIy analyzed"
This feature becomes important when
the cut off frequencies of the post detection\filter,
the loop filter and the VCO response are crowded together I a situation likely to occur in actual loop
implementat i ons .

5" Imperfections in the loop components such as nonlinearity in the vCO and either bounding or saturation in the integrator may be accounted for.
The loop simulator was written

for a specific cascade of
loop filters although the basic structure of the program may
be retained for use with other types of open loop transfer
functions. A combination of the integrator with phase lead
correction, âs discussed earlier, is cascaded with a single
section low pass filter.
The low pass section is required
to prevent the high amplitude pump pulses from saturating
the VCO control input" The filter also provides for a more
predictable open loop response as opposed to that of the VCO
control input" This configuration is shown in Fig" 2"6 and
will be employed in the loop throughout the remainder of
this thesis" The component values are not shown as the loop
parameters have not yet been determined. The pump up and
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vp(r)

I

I

t)

I

Pigure 2.6: Filter cascade emp].oyed in the simurated roop

lines are repraced by a singre vortage source of
magnitude vp with posirive polarity representing the pump up
condition and negative f or the pump down signat. r t f ol-l-ows
trtat rhe oulþut of the integratcr witl- increaáe for an active pump up and decrease for an active pump down. There
will be no change of the integrator state if vs is zero
pump down

The fol-lowing discussion introduces expressions which
form the heart of the l-oop simurator. These expressions define the state of the Ìoop and are eval-uated for each iteration of the program. Each iteration represents a smarl interval of time at.
The discreet nature of the loop
sirnurator vanishes if this interval is made smarJ- enough, a
condition which is eLaborated upon Iater.
The simulation
requires a sol-ution to the output voJ.tage Vo ( t ) af ter some
interval t+at. If vro is the voltage across the integrating
capacitor, c at time t and vo{t¡ is the vortage across co at
time t, then at time t+At,

-
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vo(r+4¡ )=
nvo

r
Ât+lvp

"RF

vo(r)-.'f;"J

n

Rzvo

c+lr-cjv'o(t)-vo (t)

(t)-vo (t).rjl

ReCo-RzvoC-RrC(vro

Rrc

)

(2.38 (a))
exP[-¿t,/ntco]
^*^,

or for the case when Vp =0,
"""(2.38 (b))
vo (t+at)=vrÞ (t)-(vr, (t)-vo (t)
-.l) exp[_¿t,/n.co]
Both of the above equations require the assumption that Vp
is constant over the interval At. The voltage on the integrating c'apacitor is given by [15]
rrp (¡+At¡=vrp (t)+

voAt

\

RrC

"..((2.3e))

The instanÉaneous input frequency is given by (2.1).

instantaneous vco frequency witr be of similar
input freguency, thus
c.ro(t)=o.+À
dr

eo

Substituting eqn" (2.4)
yietds the phase

(t)

The

form to the

...(2.40)

into the above and integrating
At

00

(t+at)=00 (t)+ar.at+Ko lvo (r) dr

"""(2.41)

4

which for very small At

becomes

e. t r*¿a ) =00 ( t ) +c.¡c At+Ko Atvo ( ¡+At

)

"""(2"42)

The input phase may be found from
ei (t+At)=9, (t)+-¡ At+os (t+at)rr(t-t,

)

(
" . . 2.43

where 0s is a test input applied to the loop at time Ls.
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The PFD output Vo is generated by a subroutine referred

to as a PFD emulator. This subroutine emulates the pFD
based on flow and output tables provided by the manufacturer
or generated from the logic equivalent which again must be
provided by the manufacturer. The flow table is stored in
an array where the row and column of this array will identif.y the present st,ate of the PFD. The pFD output is then determined from an additional array, the output array, which
provides an output given the present state of the device.
The position in the flow table is determined by both pFD
Iine levels (R and V) and the previous state. The subroutine maintains integer variables representing the rovr and
column of the flow table in order to recall the previous
state and updates these variables whenever a change of state
occurs. FIow and output tables used by this PFD emulator
are listed in appendix C. program. À brief description of
the program fo1lows. Once aII the loop and simulation parameters are read into the program an initialization occurs
where phase angles are set to zero and the VCO and input
freguency made egual" The output voltage is made equal to
the integrator capacitor voltage. The integrator voltage is
set to provide the VCO control voltage necessary to result
in the desired initial freguency (supplied as input to the
program). This corresponds to a condition in which no pump
pulse has yet occurred (ie Vo =0). If the initial frequency
of the VCO is egual to the VCO rest frequency (supplied as
input) then the loop output voltage will initially be zero
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as expected. The PFD is initiarized by selecting the row
and corumn of the flow tabl-e so that it's output is initialIy zero with the initiar input levers. The loop wirr remain
quiescent if the above initiatization procedure is fol-rowed
and there is no change to the input frequency or phase.
The time is

incremented by at once the main loop of the
program is entered. The phase of the vco and input bignals
must be converted to logic

levers before being appried to
the PFÐ emuÌation routine. This conversion is done in a
subroutine which generates a zero revel for any phase varue
between 0 and 1 80 degrees and a J-ogicar 1 for the range 1 B0
to 360. À separate subroutine resets the phase angles to
the range t360 degrees (modifications to the subroutine are
needed for phase detectors r¡ith a greater range than this).
rf the phase angles are not restricted to some finite range
then errors resulting from roundoff accumurate after many
cycres and eventually destroys the simuration. The pFD emurator is invoked after the angre to rogic revel conversion
takes prace. The emulator produces a pump voltage vo which
is assumed constant over the intervar t to t+at. Eqns.
(2"38) are used to update the loop output and hence the VCo
contror vortage. The integrating capacitor voltage is carcurated with (2.39) and kept for the next iteration.
The
phases of the vco and input signal are then found through
use of (2.+z) and (2"43) respectivery. The term in (2.43)
which conta ins the test phase os provides a means of appry-
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ing a test input to the loop at some time ts . The test input may be a phase step, a phase ramp (frequency step) or
any function which generates a new phase value for each iteration" The phase error is carculated as a finar step before looping back" Àgain, the phase error is restricted to
the range 1360 degrees" This restriction of phase error allows the start of an out of lock condition to be easily
identified.
once the required exit criteria are met, the
phase error and output vortage arrays are written into a
file for further analysis and plotting.
The iteration period At must

small in order for
the simulator to closely approximate its real Iife counterpart " Given that the pump voltage Vp is constant over the
interval spanned by one iteration,
the shortest pump pulse
is of the length At. This results in an uncertainty of the
phase error given by
I

¿e,

I

be made

=Zr\t radian
Ti

. " . (2.44)

where T¡ is the period of

the input signar" If the number
of iterations per input cycle is given by T¡ /dt,
then a
phase error uncertainty of +1 degree reguires 360 iterations
per cycle of input signal.
The resolution problem arises from the inability

to accurately locate input transitions when ì-arge iteration intervals are used" Once two active transitions are l-ocated accurately, the pump pulse can be made as small as the time
39

interval separating them"
For times removed from those of
the input transitions,
the interval need onry be smalr
enough to perform the integration in eqn. (2"41 ) wittr sufficient accuracy" rn order to decrease the number of iterations per input cycre while still maintaining reasonabre
phase resorution, the interval at is arrowed to vary in the
simurator " Àn initiar
at is chosen smalr enough t,o arlow
for a satisfactory sorution to eqns. (2.38) and (2.41) based
on a desired output voltage resolution and phase integration
accuracy. The simurator wirl function as previously described until an input transition occurs, after which the
time is stepped back one iteration intervar, the intervar is
harved and the process continued. This interval spritting
will continue until such time that the minimum iteration inLerval specified is reached. At this point the pFD emulator
is updated and the intervar at is returned to its initial
varue so that the search for the next transition may begin.
À decrease by a factor between five and eight in simuration
time was found between the variable and constant intervar
approaches (for identical output plots).
discussion on integrator bounding is necessary at
this point. À practicar loop firter of the type described
wourd require some means of maintaining the output of the
operationar amplifier within the limits of saturation. This
effort is referred to as integrator bounding and is necessary because once driven into saturation, the circuit may
some
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take a long and unpredictable period of time to recover after the input changes polarity.
Saturation wiII occur in
the loop filter during a zero signal condition or after loss
of lock for an extended period of time" In subsequent experiments with a working loop (Chapter 3 and 4), the integrator output is artificially
constrained to lie within
bounds by close control of input signals, choice of operating voltages etc. Zener diodes trere placed across the integrator capacitor in order to limit its voltage during acquisition experiments where the loop would remain out of lock
for extended lengths of time"
The design of effective bounding circuits may be quite

involved and are certainly dependent on the filter configuration chosen therefore such facilities were omitted from
the simulator. Bounding can be approximated numerically by
Iimiting the integrator capacitor voltage in Q.39) to within some range. This is only an approximation to true bounding as the integrator capacitor is also charged during execution of (2.38 a). However, the time constant associated
with the integrator is large compared to the iteration int,erval so LhaL t.he contribut.ion to vo (t) by the charge accumulaLed during this calculation is expected to be minimal.
Similar steps, âs taken to prevent saturation of the loop
f ilter vrere also taken in regard to the VCO control input.
Limiting was provided for both the simulator and implemented
designs in order to prevent saturation of the VCO modulation
circuits"
41

2"7

SIMULATED LOOP OPERATION

The pJ-ots in the following section demonstrate the operation

of the loop simulator and highlight differences between the
transient response of the ideal loop filter and filter with
parasitic elements.
is of the form shown in Fig" 2.6"
All the runs were performed on a loop with natural frequency
10 kHz and center frequency 200 kHz" The VCO gain constant
is 150 kUz/volt" The component values were selected on the
basis of Q.14) together with the damping factor, which was
either 0.5 or 1.0 in all the tests performed. The PFD logic
family vras ECL with an output level of 1"0 VoIt. The output
filter cutoff frequency was made variable during the tests
in order to ascertain its effect on the loop behavior. ÀI1
the simulations used the interval splitting algorithm starting with an interval of 0.1 T¡ and ending with a minimum of
interval 1 "25x10-s seconds"
The simulated filter
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Figures 2 "7 and 2 "B resul-t f rom a 90 degree phase step
applied at t=0 to a loop with damping factor 5 of 0.5 and
1.0 respectively. The smooth curve is generated from the
analytical solution presented in Àppendix B while the other
curve is from the simulator" These two curves would be indistinguishable if it !¡ere not for the pump pulses present
in the simulator case. The VCO filter
cut-off frequency
used is 1"4 Wz which is too far from the natural loop frequency to contribute significantly to the loop response.
Figure 2.9 shows the loop response (0"5 damping) to a 30
kHz frequency step applied at t=0" Àgain, theorectical and
simul-ator solutions agree quite welI "
Figure 2.10 demonstrates an increased overshoot in the
phase step response as the VCO filter . frequency is brought
closer to the loop f requency. The curves a, b and c r¡¡ere
generated with output cut-off frequencies of 100 kHz, 50 kHz
and 30 kHz respectively" Às expected, the residual pump
pulse is lowest for case c.
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 are the phase error and loop output
voltage respectively, resulting from a 130 kHz frequency
step applied at t=10 ss"
Às predicted from the analytical
solution, the phase error exceeds 360 degrees and the loop
Iooses lock. This condition lasts for only a few cycles after which lock is restored. Loss of lock is easily identified by the appearance of large,
long period pulses in the
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output voltage waveform" These pulses seem to be characteristic of the out of lock condition"
Figures 2"13 and 2"14 demonstrate the acquisition behavior for a loop with damping factors of 0"5 and 1.0, respectively. The time R1C constant is 38 ss for both cases" The
integrator v¡as bounded at -0"333 Volts (corresponding to a
VCO frequency of 50 kHz).
À 400 kHz input signal das suddenly applied at t=15 Fs¡ consequently, the VCO frequency
vras swept t,oward the input signal at a rate of 3x10s Hz/second" This rate is the same for both values of damping factor and is somewhat higher than the value 2x10s Hz/second
predicted by (2.36) "
\

Àcquisition (identified by the appearance of low frequency, high ampj-itude pulses in Fig.s 2"13 and 2.14) was delayed by 20 ¡¡s in the case of l-ower damping over that with
higher damping. This is not surprising since the anaryticar
soLution predicts that a Ioop with a damping factor of 1.0
can remain locked with an applied frequency step of up to
170 kHz whíIe only a
14 kHz step can be accepted in the
case with lower damping" This difference of 56 kHz accounts
for the 20 ps delay in acquisition, assuming that the the
VCO sweep speed is 3x10s Hz/second. These numbers support
the concept (Iast section) that the frequency separation of
the two signals required for acquisition to take place is
simirar in magnitude to the maximum alrowabre frequency step
during lock" The above suggests Lhat in general, the 1oop
1
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with higher damping wiII acqui re lock in the shorter
of time even though the sweep rate

amount

be similar for both
This observation may be important if acdamping factors "
quisition time is a crit ical parameter in the loop design.
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Chapter III
IMPLEMENTÀTION OF THE PLD

1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the design and constructiorì of a
working PLD the performance of which is experimentally evaluated and reported in Chapter 4" The design is based on the
requirements for demodulation of signals sent by the HPU of
a current measuring system as described in Chapter 1. À1though not a field ready unit, the PLD demonstrates the design principles in a laboratory setting.
3"

3.2

LONG LOOP CONFIGURÀTION

The loop configuration known as the long loop or indirect

loop [13], [12] was chosen for the PLD design. The block diagram of this loop is shown in Fig" 3.1" The motivation for
choosing this design include;
1.

the option of being able to track the VCO and incoming signal frequency drift through control- of the
reference frequency,

2"

the freedom to choose the operating frequency of the
detector, independent of the input signal frequency
and
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Figure 3"1: Long loop configuration

the ability to extend the operating range of
phase detector through freguency division.

3.

the

This loop is expected to operate in much the same manner
as the basic loop except that comparison of phase takes
place at the reference freguency as opposed to the continuously varying input frequency. Wide band performance becomes a burden that must be borne by the mixer rather than
the the phase detector. The VCO rest frequency is offset
from the loop center frequency (either above or below) by
some multiple of the ref erence f reguency, oref . \
Thus, for
ú)o )ri

,
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eo =ec +N@¡er

ot, f or

a;o

(
"$ae, t

(3.1)

)

ari ,

ú)o =@c

-Norer

o$e. (t)

...(3.2)

The heterodyne process generates the usual set

signal

products out of which the IF bandpass filter
seletts the
signal whose frequency is the difference between that of the
inpuL and VCO. For the case where @o)ai, the instantaneous

IF freguency, oú is given by
(3.3)

@il =Qo -@i

or for the image response

(ro

<(t).
I

),

I

ait =&)i -@o

Substituting (3.1),(2.1) and (2.3) into
c,)it =Nörer

. (3.4)

i

-$e, (t)

(

3.3

) yields

... (3.5)

and similarly for the image response,
@it

=N@ref

+ I e. (t)

... (3"6)

The following discussion assumes that a positive detector

output vp will cause the control voltage of the VCO to rise
(i
If
"e. there is inversion of sign in the loop filter).
the PFD is connected to the system as depicted in figure
3.1, the variable PLD input freguency, û)v wit] be obtained
by dividing (3"5) by N. Hence,
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_g

Qu=@',1

oe

(r)

drN

.

". (3"7)

The reference input to the PFD is obtained from an oscilla-

tor w_ith instantaneous freguency, arel .
@R

=@,er

Thus,

*faO,t

..(3.8)

with the loop locked and the R and V signals of the\ PFD as
in (3"7),(3"8),
the PFD behaves as a phase detector with
output given according to (2.30 ) as
vd =Kd l-o,rr
I

+

B.

L

The reference input phase ,

(t)-l

(3"e)

NJ

will

-t
9¡el

be constant

plays no further role in the loop dyna mics.
to zero for the remainder of the anal ysis.
of (3.9) becomes,
v¿

(t)=

K¿ (9.

T-

(t)

)

(a;o >ar.

Following similar steps, but using (3.6)

)

I

an d hence

t will be set

The

PFD

output

...((3.10))

yields for the im-

age response,
v¿

(t)=

r<o(-e.
N

(t))

(aro

<o¡

)

"."((3.11))

A stable phase lock will occur with either the real or image
response (depending on the sign of the loop filter transfer
function and VCO gain constant) but not for both. Selection
of the opposite response may be made by interchanging the R
and V inputs of the PFD to oppose that depicted in figure
3.1.

The phase detector gain constant ( as described for the

basic loop) is effectively divided by N in loops with frequency division" By performing this division in (Z"lAa) and
(2"14b), the loop equations as developed for the basic PLD
remain valid for this new loop" The dynamic range of the
PFD is multiplied by the factor N and as a result, the maximum f requency deviation as calculated f rom Q"28) i,s similarly multiplied by N.
3.3

LONG LOOP SIGNAL ACQUTSITION

The process of signal acquisition in

the long loop is simiIar to that of the more basic loop but involves the IF and
reference frequencies as opposed to the VCO and input frequencies of the latter.
The acquisition process is made
somewhat more complicated by the dual response nature of the
heterodyne configuration and by the presence of the IF bandpass filter"
The assumption that the VCO frequency is constrained to lie within some range defined by limits is made
and likewise, the input frequency must also remain within
this range.
The only exception will
be the case where a
loss of input signal occurs wherein the input frequency is
considered to be zero. There are two situations which are
likely to invoke the acquisition process: The first results
from the loss of signal where the VCO frequency wiII have
ample time to drift over to some rest position and all transients wiII die out" The input signal suddenly reappears
within the frequency range of the VCO and acquisition com54

mences. The second situation results when lock is somehow
lost but the input signal remains within the freguency range
of the VCO. This differs from the first in that the VCO
freguency may be anywhere within it ,s tuning range as opposed to the l-imits.
lnitially,
the VCO frequency c..ro must be swept toward
some stable operating point if successful signal acquisition
is to take place. It must nor{' be determined if this action
does occur for the tvro situations described above and if
not, the offending conditions should be recognized and
avoided. From the study of the unlocked loop behavior in
Chapter 2, the sign of the filter transfer function and VCO
gain constant may be picked so that
.'>oR *

d

Ëro

,v ..R --->
;+

...(3.12 (a))

(t)<O

.."(3.12 (b))

r, ( t ) >o

TÀBLE 3.1

Loop frequency relat ions-locked condition
Response
1

2

*

au

,R

''t

Qrel

QreÍ

i',t
trtr

@o

air

+u,i

û)¡ -ail

TÀBLE 3 "2
VCO sweep

Response

lr¡r I

1

>N@ref

1

(Noref

2
2

vCO sweep

direction

down

up
up

)Norrf
<Na.¡

behavior

down

reI

Table 3.1 Iists the loop frequency interrelationships during
the locked condition for the circuit environment specified
by (3.12). This table provides information as to what sig-

nals are applied to the R and V inputs of the phase freguency detector for a given demodulator response. The terms
'real ' and 'image' response are replaced by the numerical
nomenclature 1 and 2, respectively.
Consider the loop to be unlocked. The direction in r¡hich
the VCO frequency will change given a particul-ar pFD connec-

tion and instantaneous IF frequency, may be determined from
(3.12) and table 3.1. The results are tabulated in table
3.2. and the five conditions describing the state of the
loop immediately before acquisition begins, ßây be identified as follows:
o)o

on the same side of ai as it would be during lock,

-
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opposite side of ai as it

2

" ú)o on the
lock,

3

.

>Nar,rt

,

4

" lr,, I <Nr¡,rr

,

"
6"
5

l.¡r

|

aiÍ =Q i f lro -r, l t.ui,,
ait -0 if lro -r¡ l.rr¡t

The last

would be during

and

two conditions v¡i11 be further elaborated\ upon.

table 3.1 provides information on the
freguency relationship between the VCO and input during
fock. This information along with table 3.2 yields the conclusion that successful acquisition only occurs if condition
(1) holds or if conditions (2) and (4) hold. Conversely,
acguisition will be unsuccessful if a)o is on the opposite
side of the lock point, concurrent with lr¡t l>Na;r.r
The last

column in

consider Lhe situation where the signal is lost. The
VCO frequency will retreat to the bottom of its
range in a
loop with a response of type 1. For acquisition to occur in
thi s case, the signal must reappear within a range N@¡er of
the VCO frequency.
The same requirements hold for a loop
with response of type 2 except that the VCO frequency retreats to the top of its allowed range. Hence the VCO frequency must be bounded so that it s total range is less than
or egual to Ncurrl , otherwi se, acquisition can not be guaranNow

teed.
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The bandwidth of the IF system vras tacitly

assumed to

cover the entire range of VCO and input freguencies in the
discussion up to this point.
This is not necessarily the
case, therefore, conditions 5 and 6 were added to the above

Iist to take into account the finite bandwidth of the IF
stage" The constants otif and o;u,, are the lower and upper
bandwidth Iimits respectively.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 in conjunction with these two conditions may once again be invoked
to predict loop behavior during the unlocked state. Considering the loss of signal condition v¡here oi =0 in condition
5, it may be seen that for a loop of response type 1 the VCO
retreats to the top of its range as opposed to the bottom in
the wideband IF case. After the signal reappears, acquisition wiIl occur whenever the condition
l@oma¡

-o¡

|

.."(3"13)

<aro¡1

is valid.
Eqn. (3.13) suggests the following criteria for
IF bandwidth selection:
*lror., -ror¡n | .ru¡t

"or,n

.".(3"14)

where R=1 (n is a dimensionless scale factor) will guarantee

acquisition for an input signal appearing anywhere in the
band, however, for realistic applications the signal wiII
most probably be found near the band center so that any R
value greater than 0.6 is adequate. The situation of having
the IF bandwidth larger than suggested by (¡"1+) represents
a transitional state between the narrow band design and the
58

wideband design initiatly

this latter

addressed.

À special study of

case would have to be undertaken.

The IF band-

width of a type 2 response loop follows the same design constraints as developed above for the type 1 response loop.
Eqn" (3.14) is still applicable and also (3"13) if a.rr* is
replaced by

arrin

À similar analysis as carried out for the upper IF frequency limit may be performed for the lower Iimit"
It will
be seen that establishing this limit is onJ-y of concern when
the VCO frequency is very close to that of the input signal"
This is not like1y to happen in the case vrere loss of input
signal occurs as the VCO witl retreat to the band extremes
where the input signal should never be found in a proper
loop design. For the situation where lock is lost but the
input signal remains within the range of the VCO, the situation wilL correct itself by forcing the VCO to sweep over
to the band edge where the acquisition process wifl begin"
In order to minimize potential delays in the process and the
danger of the VCO becoming locked at its frequency limit,
the above reasoning suggests making the lower frequency 1imit of the IF stage as low as possible.

In summary, if the IF bandwidth is designed with upper
frequency limit according to (3"14), with R>0"6 and lower
Iimit to be as low as possible, acquisition will be assured
in a properly designed demodulator for complete loss of the
input signal"
Should the loop become unlocked for other
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acquisi Iion likewi se occurs,

reasons,

howeve

the

r,

exac

t.

is not obvious and,
hence, the acqui s ition time may be diff icult to est imate "
trajectory

Laken

3"4

coMPoNENTS

LooP

by the

VCO

f reguency

The Phase locked demodulator as implemenLed for experimental

evaluation consists of

three distinct

is described in detail

3.4.1

blocks each of I,which

in the following sections
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Figure 3.22 RF frequency conversion block
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Figure 3.2 is a block diagram of the section involved in
tracking the RF input signal and converting 'it to the IF
frequency of 320 MHz"
The VCO utiLized is a low cost,

off-the-shelf unit manufactured by Miteq Inc" Its poor performance makes it only
suitable for employment in a test system and its deficiencies wiII highlight some of the difficulties associatèd with
VCOs, J.ikely to be encountered in future loop designs" This
unit consists of a single transistor oscillator (therefore,
\

unbuffered) in a common collector configuration" Electronic
tuning is accomplished by varying the reverse bias voltage
to a varactor diode. The unit has no mechanical tuning adjustment. Over the specified operating frequency range of
1000 MHz to 2000 MHz there is a sudden change of VCO gain at
1400 MHz (its value below 1400 MHz being several times higher than that above) and a somewhat less dramatic decrease in
the gain above 1900 MHz, confining the useful range to the
limits 1500 and 1900 MHz. Furthermore, hysteresis was noted
in the gain constant for frequencies below 1400 MlIz.

It

as no surprise that the frequency of the VCO is
dependent on load impedance (especially to reactive components) as no buffering has been provided [17]. À frequency
pulling test was conducted by terminating the VCO output
comes

through a 6 dB attenuator to a movable short circuit.
This
presents a load with vSwR of 1"721 and reflection coeffi-

cient with angle variable over 360 degrees"
bt

The VCO fre-

quency v¡as monitored by a frequency counter, coupled via

a

10 dB directional coupler" À frequency change from 1668 MFIz

at a constant tuning voltage for a phase
change in t.he ref lection coef f icient of 110 degrees" This
change is considered significant as it represents 17 eo of
the useful vCO tuning range and clearly demonstrates that
the mixer VSWR at the local oscillator port plays a slgnificant role in the overall transfer function of the demodulator.
1734 l4fiz was noted

the mixer is a wideband double balanced type manufactured
by Mini-circuits with the model- designation zFM-15" This
device operates with RF and Lo (local oscillator) signals
from 10 MHz to 3000 MHz and an IF response between 10 MHz
and 800 MHz, with a singJ-e sideband conversion loss of 6.5

TABLE 3.3

Measured

VSWR

of

vswR (lo Port

LO

port with

LO
LO

)

drive.

Drive

1"9:1

4

1"5:1

5

1"4:1

6

1.221

>7
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(dBm)

dB" The VSWR of the mixer LO port lras measured with varÍous
LO drive levels and the results are tabulated in table 3.3.
No dependence of the LO port VSWR on RF input (nr port)
Ievel was noted provided that the LO drive was greater than
6 dBm and the RF input leve1 less than -2 dBm. The Lo port
vSwR did exhibit a change with temperature, the effect being
minimal at high LO drive levels" with an LO drive oft5 dBm,
the VSWR ranged from 1.8:1 at 0 degrees Celsius to 1"4¿1 for
temperatures above 40 degrees " For leve1s above 6 dBm the
VSWR dropped to 1"3:1 over the same temperature range" The
VSWR seen by the VCO when connected to the LO port of the
mixer is minimized for LO drive levels of greater than 6 dBm
and is independent of RF input levels to the loop.
The VCO gain constant cannot be measured with the VCO in

isolation due to the effects discussed atove. This parameter is best determined for the VCO-mixer as a single unit,
therefore, the gain constant as a function of frequency is
obtained with the VCO-mixer embedded in the loop" These results are presented in Chapter 4"
The VCO output was found to range between 1 1 and 1 3

dsm

over the frequencies of interest allowing the installation
of a 3 dB attenuator between the VCO and mixer and still
permitting the rninimum required drive of 6 dBm to be attained. This further isolates the VCO from variations in
mixer VSWR" The VSWR of a given load as seen through an attenuator undergoes a reduction as given by
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vswRroA' (Aos *1)-¡o's

+1

VSWR=

(3.1s)

s
vswR ¡s¡¡ ( 1 -Ao's ) *Ao +1

where is À is the attenuation factor

(

0.5 for a 3dB attenua-

tor).
The bandwidth of the VCO tuning input was specified to

be

in excess of 100 kHz and this was confirmed by monitoring
the

VCO

output with a delay line frequency discriminator

a variable frequency signal was applied to
put.

Some dependence

The IF gain

as

the control in-

on input amplitude was noted.

block was a pre-packaged assembly of micro-

wave hybrid ampLifiers manufactured by Àvantek Inc.,

desig-

nated UTC5-113M. The frequency response is from 5 MHz to
500 'l*lz with an average gain of 45 dB.
The amplifier and
mixer in ..i.áaà

had a frequency response sufficiently

poor

above 1 000 MHz that the IF may be regarded as having a band

pass response with upper frequency cut-off

somewhere between

500 and 1000 MHz and a l-ower cut-of f of

10 MHz (determined

by the mixer).

Since the loop is constrained to operate in
the Iinear range of the VCO (which is onJ-y 400 MHz wide) ac-

quisition

shoul-d be guaranteed.

The attenuator installed

serves to

decrease the

between the mixer and amplifier

VSWR

as seen by the mixer

for fre-

quencies above the specified range of the ampJ-ifier and also
to adjust signal level-s in the J-oop. The attenuator following the amplifier

is required to

l-ower the

VSWR

Iowing divider stages as seen by the amplifier.
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of the fotThe signal

level fed to the divider cha:.n Ís Iimited to -9 dbm in order
to operate the IF amplifier well under it s one db compression point (+7 dbm) "
3

"4
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PFD Filter
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Figure 3.3:
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vco

Pr€-Drtv€r/F1It6r

Figure 3"3 is a schematic diagram of the block that contains
the PFD and associated loop filters"
ECL technology vras
chosen for the PFD primarily because of its low noise operation" Being a non-saturating logic device, the noise spikes
and high frequency 'hash' associated with the switching operations of TTL are avoided.
The attribute of distinct,
noise free logic signals is particularly important inia circuiL where the waveforms are to be studied and recorded.
Furthermore, the gate delays of ECL type PFDs are an order
of magnitude smaller than similar TTL devices, thereby removing the problems with propagation delay from this study"
The phase detector block is isolated from the divider block
(containing TTL) by use of separate power supplies and by
using a differentially fed twisted pair transmission system
to interconnect the two boards. ÀI1 the gate and line terminations were selected according to the recommended ECL design practices set forth by Lhe manufacturer t181.
The PFD outputs differentially

drive an integrator built
around an LM-318 operational amplifier"
The open loop gain
of this amplifier reaches unity gain at 10 ¡agz hence, this
circuit should be able to deal effectively with any of the
Ioop signals including several harmonics of the pump pulses"
The 33 pF capacitor vras needed for frequency compensation
(removes high frequency ringing that follows a pump pulse
edge) but plays no part in the loop transfer function" The
filter design was based on the following Iist of assumptions:
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1"

The VCO gain constant
rad

"

/voIt-sec

is 280 t*lz/VoLt or

1"76x10s

.

2"

The VCO bandwidth is at least 100 kHz"

3.

The reference frequency will be at least 10 times the

4"

5.

6.

7"

8.

loop frequency if the continuous time approximation
is ro hold (cfr" 2) "
The upper IF bandwidth cut-off frequency is 5q0 MFIz"
The maximum VCO frequency swing is 400 MHz.
A desired modulation bandwidth will be several kHz
with a maximum deviation of 100 MHz (a protection application with a 10 per unit dynamic range). À one
per unit signal will have a deviation of 10 MHz.
The frequency dividers wilI be decade dividers"
The PFD has a maximum phase range of +2r radians and
a gain constant of 0"16 Vo\t/radian (assume vo =1.0 in
(2.32 b) ).

Following an a priori assumption that the loop freguency, @n
will be around 10 klHz, and calling upon points 3,4 and 7, a
frequency division factor of 1000 is chosen" Multiplying

the maximum PFD range (point B) by this factor and substituting the result into (2.28) wiIl produce a relation between maximum input frequency deviation and loop frequency.
À PLD with damping factor of one and loop frequency of
(8 kHz) will accept the required input de50x103 rad/sec.
viation of 100 MHz. The loop should now remain locked even
i f dr iven by a signal of full deviation and frequency equal
to I kHz, an unlikely extreme.
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Figure 3"4 a an b are plots of the magnitude and phase
respectively of the loop transfer function (2"23) wittr respect to modulating frequency for a loop with on=B kHz" The
maximum VCO deviation for the extreme case where the l-oop is
excited near its natural frequency and with a damping fact,or
of 0"5 is seen to be approximately 1"4 times that of the input deviation" Given points 6 and 7 , this should pre,sent no
difficulties"
Using (2"23r, an expression for

the percentage error in
amplitude of the demodulated naveform is
eoêrEoF= | t -H(

j0)

|

x1 00

"."(3"16)

Inspection of the plot of Fig" 3.4 (a) shows this to be under 5 eo at 2 klHz thereby meeting the accuracy specifications
f or protection service and under 0.2 eo ât 60 Hz f or metering
considerations. Similar conclusions may be drawn from the
plot of phase lag in the demodulated signal, Fig.3"4 (b).
The following component values were chosen on the basis
of (2"1a) ¿ Rr=5200 Q, C=22000 pF, Rz=820 O f or 5=0.5 and
R=1700 O for 5=1.0. In order to minimize pump pulse energy

at the VCO control port, it is standard practice to follow
which
the loop filter r+ith additional low pass filtering
should have a cut-off frequency at least five times that of
the loop frequency (in order not to disturb the loop dynamics) t201" The components Rs and Co in Fig. 3.3 were chosen
to provide an upper frequency cut-off of between 40 kHz and
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i-2. ß
kFåz

transfer function

B0 kHz"

with a 40 kHz filter section, the additional phase
lag ( dLpr ) was found to be 1 1 .5 degrees at I kHz and 1 .5 degrees at 1 kHz from the following expression [13].
C,r, (o) =-TÀN- r (<¿RsCo

)

"".(3"17)

The inclusion of

this low pass filter section will in fact
modify the loop dynamics as v¡as demonstrated by tF. loop
simulator in the previous chapter" Increased overshoot and
Ionger settling times were noted as the filter cut-off frequency vras Ìowered. The above calculations regarding accuracy of the demodulation process should be accepted with
caution until experimental data or simulation results are
obtained for this specific loop design.
3.4.3

Frequency divider block

The freguency divider

block depicted in Fig. 3.5 contains
the divide by 1000 chain for the V input to t.he PFÐ and the
reference frequency clock. The diagram is self explanatory
as conventional digital dividers are employed"
The only
critical stage involves the Fairchild 1 1c90 ECL prescaler
which serves as the interface between the analog IF stage
and the digital division and phase detection section" Little effort was expended in matching the input to the prescaler as its impedance varied widely with frequency and signaI amplitude and the preceding IF stage produced ample
power to allow attenuation to be inserted for isolation.
The input impedance transformation ratio was chosen (from a
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Figure 3"5: Frequency division btock
serection of 122,4,8,16) so as to maximize the frequency and
input signaì. range with the device stirl able to toggre.
This impedance transformation must overcome parasitics ( inductive) of the blocking capacitor as werl as interconnections and is therefore specific to the actual construction.
Typicar input vol-tage revers were in the order of 2oo mv at
the upper frequency end (800 ¡tHz). The dynamic range was
minimal at the upper freguency end (about 6 dB) but increased quickry with decreasing frequency. By operating the
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prescaler at

some

point

near the middle of

this toggling

range, it was hoped that some rejection of amplitude modulation v¡ou1d occur (limiting).

aII of TTL technology and a
conversion to ECL levels takes place at the twisted pair
driver.
An input designated as vCE (v Channel Enable) was
The remaining dividers

were

included for use in acquisition tests (described in \chapter
4) "
The divider operates only when a TTL low is applied to
this l-ine.
The reference clock (buitt

around an available crystal

oscillator) operates at 320 kHz resulting in an IF frequency
during normal operation of 320 }4Ji.z. Àn input designated as
RFS (Reference Frequency Select) was included for use in
of the loop's frequency step response" Applying
a TTL high to low transition to this line shifts the reference frequency from 160 kHz to 320 kHz thereby applying a
frequency step to the loop. Details will be covered in the
next chapter
measurement
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Chapter IV
EXPERIMENTÀL EVALUATION OF THE PLD

4.1 TNTRODUCTION TO THE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
This chapter describes experiments set up to determ\ne the
PLD transfer characteristics,
bandwidth and acquisition behavior and compares the results to those predicted from the
analytical tools int,roduced in earlier chapters.
ì

During locked operation, Q"20) predicts the gain of the
PLD to be invårse to the VCO gain constant and its frequency
response dependent on the linear Ioop transfer function

H(jo:)" For the actual circuit the VCo gain is a function of
its control voltage hence the PLD gain is no longer constant
and must be replaced by a PLD transfer characteristic that
relates the PLD output voltage to a given input frequency.
AIso, the frequency response is no longer represented by
H( jc,-r) and consequently the transient response wiIl not be as
predicted. However, by providing a VCO transfer characteristic, the Ioop simulator developed earlier can accurately
predict transient response and acquisition behavior for the
actual Ioop"
In order to predict PLD dynamic behavior for any arbitrary input, including a steady state situation , a non-l-in-
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ear transfer function must be developed 122) " This transfer
function could be developed experimentally through measurement of the PLD single and multi-tone frequency response,
and harmonic distortion 122)" However, Lhere vras no test
equipment available that had the capability of being modulated with large enough frequency deviations and with modulation frequency sufficiently high to perform these m,easurements. Rather than attempt to completely specify the loop's
dynamic behavior, a comparison between measured and predicted performance is provided through measurement of the loop
frequency step response since a frequency step can be readily applied to the PLD and the loop transient response can be
readily simulated.
Although the fidelity of an arbitrary
input waveform is not predictable directly from this experiment, the PLD's ability to recover from.severe input disturbances (such as the frequency step) is demonstrated. Furis
if
the vco t,ransfer characteristÍc
t,hermore,
approximately Iinear and there is reasonable agreement between experimental results and those obtained from equations
of Appendix [g], predictions of loop frequency response can
be made by cautiously applying Iinear loop theory.
For low modulation frequencies (far below the loop frequency), the PLD output is related to the instantaneous input frequency by the PLD transfer characteristic since the
ì-oop transfer function (2"23) becomes unity" Hence, fidelity predictions of the demodulation process at powerline fre-
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quencies (metering applications) wiIl

be

based on this char-

acteristic.
This is analogous to the I inear (ideaI) Ioop
where the PLD gain (Z"Zl ) determines the Iow frequency
steady state loop response.
Clarification of the term 'phase error' is reguired to
prevent confusion surrounding its use in this chapter" The
term phase error as applied to the long loop configLration
refers to the phase difference between the input signal and
VCo output as defined by (2"3), whereas the phase error between inputs R and V of the PFD is the phase difference divided by 1000 ( ttre IF frequency division ratio). The phase
error of a single loop PLD v¡ith no frequency division wiII
be compared to that of the long loop PLD and the context in
which the phase error is used wil-I be obvious in relation to
which side of the freguency divider the quantity refers.
The final ta sk of this chapter will be to present the re-

sults of noise measurments on the PLD. By determining the
noise floor of. the PLD, the dynamic range of the device can
be specified"
In summary
the following:

I

the experiments in this chapter will serve

1. Determination of the PLD transfer characteristic.
2" Derivation of the VCO gain as a function of control
voltage (from 1).
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3"
L

5.

6.

4.2
4.2.1

Provide a record of pLD transient response.
Provide a record of pLD acquisition behavior.
Permit simurations using the non-linear vco to
compared to the recorded transient response.

obtain the dynamic range of the
noise floor

pLD by measuring

be

its

FREOUENCY RÀMP RESPONSE

Objectives

Àn experiment was undertaken to establish a transfer charac-

teristic rerating the input frequency of the applied signal
to the demodulator output. rn order to remain consistent
with the development in chapter 2, the voltage output wilr
represent a frequency difference between the pLD center freguency cdc and the input signar frequency (the pLD output is
zeto when the input f requency is equar to a.r, ). The variabre
ú)a represents this offset from center the center frequency
and is introduced to simplify the eguations in this chapter.
By definition
cr,

(t)

a ar,I

(t)-o,

"..(4.1)

the static transfer characteristic was determined by monitoring the output of the pLD as an input signal of constant
freguency (Cw) was applied.
This was repeated for a large
number (approximately 400) equarry spaced frequencies between 1300 and 1500 wl,z.

By keeping the rF frequency fixed
at 320 I'tr.lz, the VCO transf er characteristic is obtained
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since the frequency of the vco is 320 wrz higher (response
#1 in chapter 3"2) than that of the input signal for each
point. The differential VCO gain :is defined as
Ko (vo

)=S¡o (",

)

..,(4"2)

Which is to say the slope of the VCO transfer characteristic

yields the vco gain as a function of input vortage. 1 For a
linear VCo transfer characteristic the vco gain is constant.
The differential vco gain function (as defined in 4.2) can
be easiry incorporated into the computer roop simurator to
improve its accuracy over the use of a const,ant vco gain
(ttris will be discussed further in a rater section).
A dynamic transfer characteristic is determined by sweeping the input frequency over the range in question at a constant rate and simultaneously recording the output voltage.

This test demonstrates that the pLD is operational in that
it can indeed track a time varying input signal. Furthermore, íf the static and dynamic transfer characteristics
prove to be armost idenLicar, it shows that the static
transfer characteristic is usefur in predicting the fiderity
of the demoduration process for signals having rates of
change (at fuII deviation) comparable to that of the swept
test input.
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4"2"2

Experimental Method

l2O llllz
IF Sample

wlltron 6l OD

Srøoep

Spectrum
Analyser

Generator
RF Input

'o

(t)

A/D converter
HP 59lrfÂ
Frequency
Count€r

llicrocomputer
IEEE-488

Figure 4.12 Test set-up for staLic
The set-up in Fig.

measurements

4"1 was used to obtain the static loop
transfer characteristic.
A description of the measurement
procedure follows.
À microcomputer was instructed to step
the freguency of a bus controlled generator from 1300 to
1 500- MHz in
approximatery 0.5 MHz increments. Àt each
point, a freguency counter and 10 bit A to D converter (10
bits pl-us sign bit) record input frequency and output vortage respectivery. The majority of several vortage readings
taken over the gate time of the counter was accepted as the
true reading" The furr- scare voltage of the x/o converter
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HP 8620
Sweeper Malnframer/
82228 RF Plug-tn

10 MlIz

RF Input
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Output
Mod€I 6lO

Data 6000

Mlcrocomputer

Ilavef orm
AnaJ.yzer

Figure 4.2:

Test set-up for dynamic

measurements

TÀBLE 4"1

Disagreement between static and dynamic tests

Point

#

Freguency (¡crz )
1300. s
1301.5
1 305.0

2

4
11

137
146
36s

1368 " 0
1372 "5

1482"0

374
378

1
1

486.5
488.5

385
389

1

394
396
400

1496.5
1497.5
1499"s

492 .0
1494 .0
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lras t5 volts

th resurt ing resorut ion of 0. 0o4Bg vorts.
The l-ow f reguency noise !¡as well below the resolution of the
converter and therefore did not impose any additionaj_ constraints on the accuracy or reriabirity of the measurements.
À tolerance on the vortage measurement was set at !2.s mv in
consideration of the a/o converter resorution. The confidence in the frequency measurement vras high within tþu rimits of 10.1 t'trtz of the recorded varue. The rF f requency was
monitored over the entire duration of the experiment to assure'that the loop remained rocked with the vco frequency
320 }4tlz above that of the input signal.
wi

Figure 4.2 depicts the set-up used to determine the
transfer characteristic for the dynamic situation. The freguency ramp is appried to the roop by an Hp-9620 sweeper
mainframe with accompanying 862228 prug-in RF unit.
The
output of a freguency marker generator (internaL to the RF
prug-in) was recorded during the ramp to provide accurate
frequency information since a linear time-freguency relationship is not guaranteed by the sweeper. The marker generaLor provides a rectangurar purse (of width !0.2 wrz about
the center frequency) at every 10 MHz of output frequency.
The frequency was swept over the range of 1 300 to 1 500 MHz
at a rate of 10000 wrz/second which is the maximum rate arlowed by this sweeper and marker generator combination. Àccording to the transient response solutions of the ideal
loop (appendix B) this particurar toop shourd track an i nput
freguency ramp ¡+ith a constant phase error ee given by
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o'

=L

. (4"3)

a$

lrhere Rt is rate of change of input frequency" The rate of
change of frequency is limited by the maximum range of the
phase detector (360xlOs degrees in this case) which for this

Ioop occurs for an Rr of 2.5x106 MHz/second.
Since this
predicted value is an order of magnitude higher than the
frequency ramp applied in this test, there was Iitt1e doubt

that the loop would remain locked. The output voltage was
sampled every 20 ¡¡s by one channel of a waveform analyzer
with a voltage resolution of t3 mV and an aperture uncertainty of 2 nsec " The second channel of the analyzer reThe frequency
corded the output of the marker generator "
points between the 10 MHz markers were produced through IinThe freear interpolation after the data was col-lected.
quency error (in measurement) was taken to be t0.3 MHz after
taking into account the total marker pulse width of 400 kHz
and the analyzer sampling rate of one point every 20 ¡ls
(corresponding to frequency samples 200 kHz apart).
The
noise voltage at the PLD output spanned a range several
times the 1/2 least significant bit (r,Ss) resolution of the
waveform analyzer used for Lhe dynamic measurements, but was
well under that of the A/O converter used for the static
measurements. Hence for purposes of comparison it is only
necessary to assume the worst of the two accuracy limitations which is !2.5 mV as determined for the static measurements" The center frequency (1478.2 ¡AHz) was subtracted
B1

from each frequency reading of the collected data for the
remaining analysis of the results.

"2.3 Results
In order to aid comparison between the two sets of data as
described above I a dc offset between the curves was removed
together with some scattered (non systematic errors) ipoints
in the dynamic data. À computer program vras written to compare the two data sets by initiaì-1y selecting (since the
static test had higher frequency accuracy) a point from the
static data set with frequency bounded by frs'
the lower
bound as set by the measurement error and fusr , the upper
bound. A search is undertaken for a corresponding point in
the dynamic data set such that
4

f

ror.f,r, and

fuov

tfusr

... (4.4)

where frov and fuot are the lower and upper bounds (of the

frequency plus error Iimits),

respectively"
The voltage
output of each set was assumed to have the same tolerance
(tZ.S mV) and each point was compared within the constraints
of this tolerance.
The point number (out of 400) of the
static test data set and frequency for each point of non-agreement is Iisted in table 4"1" These points of disagreement are scattered and no strong trend is seen with respect
to frequency. If the tolerance on voltage is increased to
+4 mV then there is total agreement between the two sets of
data" Since the disagreement is limited to a sma1l number
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of scattered points, the curves are considered identicar (at
reast to the accuracy of these tests) for the remainder of
this study.
The method of least squares fitting

as discussed by James
, smi th and wol f ord 123) v¡as appÌ ied to the data generated
by the dynamic test in order to obtain a smooth fourth order
polynomial fit to the data. For M data points serected from
the entire set, the five coefficients (Cr to Cs ) of the
fourth order polynomial are found by minimizíng
E(r,

...(4.s)

) 2=o,

for the M residuals r, as generated from
r¡ =c r +C z voi *c

s

... (4.6)

vol+c ¿ voi +C s vof -ar.,

where Vo,
a:r. are the voltage and f requency, respective-t-l and

ly, of the ith point. À readily available computer program
l23l was appried to 10 points of the data. As an additional
constraint to (4.6),
the data points serected for the fit
were to agree within the specified tolerances of 10.3 MHz
for the input frequency and 10.0025 volts for the output
voltage of the PLD. The serection of the 10 points was made
on the basis of best fit although an attempt was made to
space them uniformly throughout the entire set of data.
coefficient cr was set to zero before the fitting procedure.
The following polynomial fit resulted for @^ in MHz and v0
in volts.
vo (o;,

)=4"040x10-tr, *6.81
+2. 938x1

0

3x1 0-6c.¡,

2

- 8o.r, 3+5. 327 x1083

1 1 o)a

4

...(4.7)

À11 the points of the data set were checked for agreement

with (+"7) and all but a scattered 1% were found to fit
within the torerances specified at the onset of the fitting
procedure

"

The IF freguency of 320 MHz was added to

the loog input
frequency for each point in the original (before suutLacting
Ø, ) data set to yieLd the the VCO frequency as a function of
cont rol ( Pf,O output ) voltage .
À similar fitting procedure
to that just described is appried to this new set of points
but now with the vco freguency, e)o as a function of voltage.
The resulting VCO transfer characteristic equation is
oro

(vo )=1798.2+259"77v0 -34.178v0 2+31"G32v0 3+6.6676v0

a . (4.8)

with error of t1 .3 WIz if a 'worst case' VCO gain of 400
l'ftr2,/volt is assumed. Differentiating (4.8) with respect to
voltage yields the VCO gain as a function of vo (as per
(4.2)

)

Ko (vo

)=259"77-68"356v0 +94"896v0 2+26,670v0

3

"""(4.e)

This function is needed for the computer simulations. The
PLD transfer characteristic equation (4.7) and VCO gain
(4"9) are plotted over the test frequency range and are presented in

Fig"s 4.3 and 4.4, respectively"
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4"

3.

FREQUENCY STEP RESPONSE

1

Object ives

this section permit recording
the PLD voltage output and loop phase error ( 0, ) immediately
following the application of an input frequency step" The
ultimate objective wiIl be to compare this response to that
predicted by the computer based PLD s.imuÌator " Unf or,tunately, this particular PLD cannot remain locked following a
frequency step of the minimum size availabl-e for this experiment with the result that the loop becomes unlocked at some
point during the transient response" Rather than redesigning the loop to f it the experiment ( increase r,rn ) it h'as decided to record both the linear and non-linear (unlocked)
portions of the response and continue with the planned comparison as described in section 4"4.
The measurements described in

4"3.2 Experimental Method
The set-up shown in Fig" 4"5 was used to generate an ideal
frequency step and record the subsequent response of the
loop. A CW signal is applied to the input of the PLD and
the reference frequency and hence IF frequency is set to 160
kHz by application of a TTL '1' to the RFS control line (as
described in section 3"3.3).
The abrupt frequency step of
160 kHz is obtained by changing the RFS control line from a
logical '1' to a '0' thereby doubling the reference clock
frequency. The applied frequency step is considered ideaL
insofar as the Low frequency (pFo-filter) section of the
86
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Figure 4.5: Set-up to measure frequency step response

loop is concerned since the step occurs over the period of
one reference clock cycle (tfre smallest interval of time
over which the phase is sampled). The transient response
will be that of a loop operating at 320 k,Hz since the response is recorded after the freguency step has occurred.
The input freguency remained at 1400 MHz during the test and
the VCO freguency started at 1600 MHz (wittr Vo =-Q.7 VoIt
10.025 VoIt) and tended toward 1760 MHz (ro =-Q.15 VoIt) as
the transient response died out. The voltage output of the
PLD was recorded on a storage oscilloscope and photographed"
The phase error was indirectly obtained by measuring the
differential voltage between the pump-up and pump-down lines
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of the

on a waveform analyzer
microcomputer and the relation
PFD

This data

0e active pump time
N period of reference signal

x360

\.¡as

sent to

a

(4.10)

to calcurate the phase error magnitude. The sign
of the phase error is the same as the sign of the differential pump vortage. The moder 620 prug-in was used with the
Data 60004 to sample the pump rines over approximately 260
r¡s with points spaced 200 ns apart. The input voltage range
to the analyzer was 13.6 volts with a 30 mv resorution. The
signar was passed through an internar anaryzer fil-ter with a
20 MHz cut-off.
The minimum phase error resolution of this
arrangement is obtained by substituting 200 ns (trre sample
time) into (4.10) and is 23 degrees. The pump rines vrere
also monitored by the storage scope and the traces photographed to further illustrate the operation of the pFD.
s¡as used

4.3.3

Results

À waveform analyzer manufactured by the Data precision Division of Ànalogic Inc"
8B

Figure 4.6 (a): pLD outpur (rop), pump-up line (Uor.)

Figure 4.6 (b): pLD output (to¡),

-
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pump-down iine

(bor

Figure 4.7

(a ) : pLD

output, 0.5 damping

Figure 4.7 (¡) : pump-cìown signaÌ
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f

or stat ic lock

Figure 4.8 (a): PLD output (top), pump-up ìine (bot.

)

Frgure 1.8 (b): PLD output (top), pump-down line (bot.)
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The output r{aveforms of the PLD as recorded by the storage

oscilloscope are displayed in Fig.s 4"6 to 4"8.
The PLD
output (top trace) of a loop with damping factor of 0.83 is
shown along with
the voltage waveform of the pump-up Iine
(bottom trace) in Fig" 4"6 (a) and similarly for the pumpdown line (bottom trace) in Fig.
4"6 (b). The zeto volt
reference for the top trace is set at the second gSid line
from the top. The step is initiated at the time represented
by the leftmost edge of the oscilloscope grid but the loop
does not return to lock until approximately 60 ss afterwards" The unlocked condition is recognized by the long
width pulses observed during the rising edge of the voltage
waveform (as demonstrated in ch" 2"6)" The PLD output for a
damping factor of 0.5 is shown in Fig" 4.7 (a )"
The zeyo
volt reference is set at the top grid line in rhi s case and
the horizontal time scale was changed from that of Fig. 4.6 "
Figure 4.7 (b) shows activity on the pump-down Iine (tt¡e
pump-up line is inactive) as the loop remains locked on a CW
input signal which means that a static phase error exists,
causing the variable (V) input to the PFD to lead the reference (n) input.
The magnitude of this error is 12 degrees
from (4"10)" This residual phase error is likely caused by
a dc offset inherent in the loop filter [11], t19l " This error can be removed by applying bias to the operational amplifier [19], however, a smalI phase error offset does not
seriously affect the operation of the PLD hence no such action was taken.
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The photographs of Fig"

4.8 depict detaired views of Lhe
activity change from the purnp-up (bottom t,race of Fig. 4.8
(a)) to the pump-down rine (bottom rrace of Fig. 4.g (b))
during the frequency step response for a roop with damping
factor of 0.83
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Figure 4"9¿ Phase error at the pFD for a frequency step
The phase error divided by the IF freguency division ratio N appears as a plot in Fig" 4"9. Àrt points berow about

60 ps are meaningress as the roop is unlocked during this
phase of the response. The plot is rather crude owing to
the 23 degrees resol-ution of the data but stirr yierds in-

formation as to the approximate overshoot I zeto crossings,
etc

"
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4"4

EXPERIMENTÀL AND SIMULÀTED RESPONSE COMPARISON

4"4"1 Introduction
This section compares results of the transient response
tests reported in the last section Lo predictions of the
computer based loop simulator as it emulates the experimenta1 conditions and loop under test.
\

The loop was designed ( section 3.3 "2) on the assirmption

that the loop gain vras a constant value of 280 tutz/volt
whereas according to Fiq.
4.4, it varies from 270 to 345
t*tz/VoLt. In order to accurately model the frequency step
response, the PLD simulator vras modified to run with a nonconstant VCO gain. The term Kovo (¡+At) in (2"42) is replaced by

vo (

Ko

Vo

(¡+Ar

)=

t+at

fx,

)

W)

dv

..(4.11)

0

where xo Ír) is obta ined from (4.9) . The integration is performed analytically before insertion into the program.

The simulator wilI model the transient behavior of the

long loop by emulating a basic single stage loop providing:
1,

2"

the natural loop frequency (on ) and damping factor of
the two loop filters are identical and
the input frequency to the single loop immediately
following the start of the step and after the transients have died out is identical to the IF frequency
of Lhe long loop for the respective times,
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The VCO transfer characteristic of the long loop must be di-

vided by a factor of 1000 ( ttre IF frequency division ratio,
N) before application to the basic loop in order to satisfy
the above two conditions" Àlthough the dynamic behavior of
the two loops will be identical, the output waveform of the
experimental loop wiII be inverted if the image response of
the heterodyne front end (response #2 in section 3"2)'r is selected and a dc offset of the PLD output voltage may exist
depending on the choice of vCO rest frequency for the simu-

lated Ioop.
for the simulation were identical to those for the loop under test in earlier sections (see section 3.3.2) " The applied step to the
simulated loop was 160 kHz which is the step size at the IF
frequency seen by the experimental loop. tt. VCO rest frequency (359"85 kHz) was selected to provide identical dc
offset between the simulated and measured outputs.
The loop filter

component values selected

2 Results
The plots of Fig. 4.10 and Fig" 4"11 are of the demodulator
output voltage (sirnulated) versus time for damping factors
of 0.83 and 0"5 respectively, after the input frequency step
rras applied at t=0. The plot axis were chosen to be similar
in magnitude to the respective photographs in Fig.s 4"6 (a)
Comparison between the simulator plots and
and 4"7 (a).
corresponding photographs reveal excellent agreement between
predicted and measured waveforms.
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Figure 4"12: Phase error, 0"5

damping

The plot of Fig" 4.12 is the phase error for the
simulated experiment" It must be kept in mind that the
phase error of the basic loop is being compared to the phase
error after frequency division as seen by the PFD within the
The phase error at the PFD is one thousandth
long loop"
that of the phase error between input and VCO phases aS deto compare the initial
fined in (2"3). It. is difficult
phase error maximum (at approximately 80 ¡rS ) to the corresponding measured phase of Fig. 4.g because of the uncertainty in the exact phase error trajectory during the acquisition phase of the response. However' the two plots show
good agreement well into the locked phase (after 100 r¿s).
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4"5 sIGNÀL ACQUTSTTTON TEST
4"5.1 Objectives
Acquisition of lock was demonstrated in the section on transient response since the PLD became unlocked during the initial phase of its response to an input frequency step. À
situation where the loop becomes unLocked but l-oss of input
signal (r,OS ) does not occur was described in ch. 3 "2," The
experiments of this section further explore the PLD behavior
by simulating an LOS condition and observing the action of
the loop both during the LOS condition and immediately after
the signal is re-app1ied" The loop behavior should fo1low
predictions of section 3"2 regarding VCO sweep direction and
of section 2.4 regarding VCO sweep rate" This acquisition
sequence takes place over a longer period of time then during the step response thereby allowing,a better examination
of sweep behavior of the VCO during the acquisition process.
4.5.2

Experimental Method

The experimental set-up for simulating an LOS condition is

in Fig. 4.13. Upon resetting the trigger circuit, the
VCE control line (see section 3.3"3) is set to a TTL logical
'1' (disabling the variabl-e (v) channel to the pFD) thereby
simulating the Los condition. The trigger circuit maintains
this state until it is set by' the comparator after which
time the VCE line voltage is returned to a logical'0',
the
v channel is restored and the acquisition process initiated.
This sequence can be repeated only by resetting the trigger
shown
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Figure 4"13 s Test Set,-up f or Acquisition Study.

circuit.
once the Los condition is generated (by resetting
the trigger circuit),
the integrator output voltage begins
to rise and the vco wirl sweeps in the direction predicted
in section 3"2" The above scheme prevents integrator saturation by initiating the acquisition process before saturation occurs. À vortage comparator monitors the pLD output
and sets the trigger circuit (initiates the acquisition process) when the output and hence vco frequency reach a predetermined threshold. The comparator reference ?ras set to
approximately 4 Volts (corresponding to lgZO MHz).
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The PLD output was sampled each

0 ss by the (model 620
ptug-in) waveform anaryzer. The input range of the analyzer
was !1.2 volt (lO mV resolution),

3
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output during acquisition test

The PLD output as recorded by the waveform analyzer is displayed in Fig. 4"14. The v channel- is restored at t=0 in

the p)-ot. The PLD output continued to rise for a short intervar of time after the signar vras restored resurting in
the overshoot above the 4 vort trigger level- at t=0. rt
shourd be noted at this point that the vco gain decreases
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after 1 900 MHz rendering the eguations derived from curve
fitting in the previous sections inaccurate aL times near
the onset of the acguisition process" As a result, no conclusion regarding the VCO frequency based on the PLD output
voltage can be made (without further analysis of the VCO
transfer characteristic) for times less than 100 ¡/s corresponding to f requenc ies above 1920 wtz in Fig " 4. 14 "
'¡

Table 3"2 predicts correct vCO svteep direction during
conditions (on the basis of this experiment) given the

LOS

PLD

Upon return of
to be of response type 1 as in table 3.1 "
the signal, the VCO slr'eeps toward its locked f requency with
a rate of 1.2x106 l'ftlz/second based on a VCO gain of 300 W=/
volt and slope as determined by points at 1 00 and 250 ps in
Fig. 4.14. This value compares favorably with 1"31x106 WL/
second as predicted by (2.34) where a VCO gain of 300 W=/
volt was assumed"

4.6

DETERMINÀTTON OF DYNAMIC RANGE

4.6.1 Objective
This sect,ion describes a simple experiment which provides
rudimentary guidelines for the expected dynamic range of the
PLD in a current measurement system" The dynamic range of a
transducer is the ratio of the largest measurement possible
over the smallest usable measurement and is often expressed
in decibels. The largest current magnitude that can be monitored by this system is dependenL on the current frequency
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and is limited by the occurrence of unacceptable distortion

of the waveform or loss of lock (determined by the maximum
dynamic range of the phase detector and VCO) " The maximum
expected input current is specified at the onset of the design and therefore becomes the maximum limit to the system"
The minimum useful èurrent magnitude measurable by this system is taken to be 20 dB above the noise and is th'erefore
determined by the noise floor of the PLD. This PLD noise
level is the subject of this section.
4.6.2

Experimental- Method

generator is freguency modulated with a sineIá¡ave of f requency 400 Hz and f requency deviation of 10 MHz"
The generator output is applied to the PLD. The output of
the demodulator is passed through a low .noise amplifier-fi1ter combinations to a HP 34004 true rms volLmeter. The signal plus noise over noise ratio [(S+N)/u ] is found by recording the rms output of the PLD with modulation applied to
the signal generator and then dividing this quantity by the
rms output with zero modulation applied to the generator"
This measurement assumes that the noise of the PLD is independant of the input signal frequency deviation"
An RF signal

s The device l¡as a low noise preamplifier manufactured by
the Princeton Àpplied Research Corporation with the model
designation PÀR '1 13.
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The filter

has selectabre rower and upper cut-off freguencies which sharr be designated fL and fu respectivery.
The filter was arso removed at one point to arlow for a futl
1 Hz to 10 r¡¡rz ( limited by the voltmeter ) band.
4

"6.3

Results

TABLE
PLD
Damping

1"0

0.s

1.0
0.5
1.0

4

"2

noise measurement results

rms noise voltage
(mv)

fL

1Hz
1Hz
1Hz
1Hz

1"8
1"3
.055
.055
.030

10

Hz

E
ru

10
10

3
3
3

[
MFIz
MFIz

kHz
kHz

kHz

(s+N)/H]
(ds

)

24
27
54
54
s9

The rms noise output of

the pLD and corresponding [ (s+N)/N]
is shown in table 4"2 for selected filter cut-off frequencies and damping factors. The pLD output corresponding to
the applied modulation is 27 mV rms.
The experiment revea Is considerable noise above 3 kHz
which is expected to be the pump pulse energy at 320 kHz and
multiples thereof " The maximum expected deviation applied
to this loop (Chapters and 2) is 200 MHz Q6 dB above the
test signal level)"
I L foll-ows that the dynamic range of
1
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this PLD for an output band bounded by 10 Hz and 3 kHz is 65
dB if a minimum usable output level is 20 dB above the
noi se "
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Figure 4.15 (a): unfiliered

pLD output

Figure 4.15 (u): pLD output after 3 kHz low-pass filter
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Figure 4.15 is a photograph of the output waveform for both
the f iltered and unf iltered case (g kHz and 10 hGIz bandwidth
respectively) "
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Chapter

V

CONCLUSION

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this thesis $rere to

1. evaluate the potential of the pLD to fulfill the requirements of its role within an unconventional cr
employed in the service of
a) metering
b) protection and transient analysis
c) monitoring GIC ì
2" compare its performance to the.delay Iine discriminator of earlier implementations;
3. provide some design tools and suggestions to aid in
further development of the pLD"
5"2 APPLICÀTION OF THE PLD
5.2"1 Metering service
The appricability
of the PLD for use in a cr designed for
revenue metering shalr now be considered" Àppendix À contains a summary of performance criteria required of a cr emproyed in this service and further discussion wirl be based
on these speci fications"
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The metering class device is required to exhibit

very

high accuracy over a frequency range of 20 to 1 00 Hz (covering only the fundamental power Iine frequency) " The accuracy of the PLD (for both phase and amplitude) is of prime im(and Fiq "
portance in this service. Equation (2.23 (b))
3.4) predicts that the PLD output will lag the phase of the
modulating signal by less than 0.003' for a modulating (sinusoidal) freguency of 60 Hz. This is well under the allowed 10' maximum stated in the appendix. Similar performance is exhibited for amplitude as the loop transfer
function Q"23 (a) and Fig" 3"4) shows no significant deviation from unity for modulating frequencies ranging from zeÊo
to 0.1 @n o Hence, the (ideal) loop design is fully capable
of meeting the accuracy requirements of the metering service" The accuracy of the actual PLD will be determined by
the transfer characteristic of the VCO which is reflected by
the PLD transfer characteristic of (4"7) "
The accuracy of a meLering class CT is expressed in t,erms

of the ratio correction factor (nCr in ¡ppendix A). The
coef f icient labeJ-ed C2 in (q "l )
is analogous to the marked
ratio (Àppendix À) of a conventional CT and working on the
assumption that this VCO is either typical or a worst case
exampler ân expression for RCF in terms of the PLD transfer
characteristic coefficients shaII now be developed and a
statement made regarding the accuracy of the PLD" Consider
a signal of instantaneous frequency, c¿, (t)
applied to the
input to the PLD such as
108

o:a

(t)=Aar, COS(Ot)

.".(s.1)

Furthermore, it is assumed that the center frequency c^,c ,
(4"1) is fixed so that the VCo operates consistentry over a
well defined range of its transfer characteristic.
substituting (5"1) into (4.7) and considering only those terms involving the fundamental frequency yields
i

vo

(

t

)

=Aar,

LC

z+3C +At t2 J COS ( Ot )
4

where cz and c4 âEê coefficients of (4"6).

"""(s.2)
The rinear term

coefficient, cz is analogous to the ideal secondary to primary current ratio (marked ratio)
of a conventional cr rhe
RCF is then given by
RCF=3C ¿ &¿2

... (s.3)

4Cz

For a 1"2 per unit deviation of 12 F4i¡Iz, (5.3) yields an RCF
of .0008 or .O8eo (using the coef f icients of (4.7) ). This
compares favorably with the 0.1 eo RcF required for this application"
Àlthough the transfer characteristic vras generated by a rather crude fit to the data (ch 4) it is assumed
that the relative magnitudes of the coefficients of a smooth
fit over the entire range of points collected wirr crosely
represent those of a true fit over the much smarler range
considered here.
This approach is partially justified by
further knowledge of the mechanics of vcos ttz1. These devices (vco) will typicarry exhibit a smooth, well behaved
transfer character i st ic ( sui tabre for a polynomial f i t )
over a significant (30 to 60 eo) part of their tuning range.
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The treatment of accuracy has been superficial, however
it can be stated that the pLD as designed in ch 3 wilr meet
the requirements of metering service if
1"

2"

a vco with a transfer characteristic similar (rerative magnitudes of non-rinear coefficients) to that
of (4"7) is provided for the designer and
according to (5"3), the deviation at 1.2 per unit is
selected to be no rarger than necessary to satisfy
S/N and range requirements.

5"2.2

Protection service
The PLD was found in ch 4 to have a dynamic range of 55 to
60 dB (for a minimum S/H ratio of 20 dB and depending on the
bandwidth) which compares favorabry to the requirements of
¡ppendix À (+z dB for a minimum s/N of zo dB or a maximum
current reading that is 62 dB above the noise floor).
À
large dynamic range is seen to be a feature of this measurement system.
The usable bandwidth for protection service is determined

from (+.zg (a)) or Fig" 3.4" The upper frequency rimit is
met when the magnitude of the toop transfer function (4.23)
deviates from unity by the arlowed RCF (5e"). This occurs
for a modulating frequency of 2 kïz (transfer function of
1.05) for this loop. This bandwidth meets the minimum suggested for unconventional crs.
The arlowed phase rag between the current and pLD output vortage waveforms at the
maximum

current frequency is given
. 110

by

50r.st
""

where Q is the current frequency in Hz,

ôo and ô¡ are the

output and input phases. The phase lag due to the
filter (nc filter) is found from [13]
ø(ç¿)=-TÀN-t(onc)

(s.4)

VCO pre

.., (s"s)

The phase lag of the

ideal PLD output is found from (4"23
(b)) to be 1"3 degrees at 2 knz and the lag due to the RC
VCO pre-filter
was found from (5.5) to be 1"9 degrees. The
total phase lag is the sum of these two and easily meets the
condition of (5.4). Hence, the PLD meets the bandwidth reguirements of protection service.
À brief evaluation of accuracy as in the section on me-

tering wiII norv fo1low. Àccuracy for a protection CT is
specified in terms of the composite error (appendix A) which
is the RMS value of the difference between the instantaneous
values of the ideal and actual CT outputs" The composite
error is expressed in percentage of the actual rms CT output. Neglecting phase lrg, the composite error of the PLD
transfer characteristic (+"1 ) is given by
Er=

îd"

!'31*i,.o'2t+caÁ'r.r,3cos3tc5aarf cos4t) 2 dt

where v^

(5.6)

is the rms value of the actual PLD output.
Equation ( 5.6) was evaluated numerically by use of the trapezoidal integration scheme and the coefficients were those
v

rms
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of (4.7) .

The composite error $¡as f ound to be 17e" f or

frequency deviation of 100

MHz

a

which is substantially great-

er than the allowed 3eo error. Reducing the deviation to 50
MIlz results in an Beo error . The spec i f icat ion can be met i f
the deviation is further reduced to 10 MHz resulting in a
composite error of 1"5e". These results should be treated
with caution as the effects of the loop transfer function
(2.231 on linearity were not taken into account"
The specification

proposed for maximum turn on time of

the CT is 2 msec. This parameter is represented in the case
of the PLD by the acquisition time following an LOS condition" The total time for acquisition to occur and the transients to have died away was found experimentally to be less
than 0 "4 msec. in ch A (Fig. 4.14') " The acquisition time
may vary depending on initial conditions (Ct¡ 2) however the
measured value above is stilI
1/5 of that allowed thereby
providing the necessary headroom
To summarize this subsection;
1"

a

a

the

exhibits adequate S/t and dynamic
range performance for protection service,
the bandwidth of this loop meets the minimum requirements for protection but with no excess,
acguisition time is adequate and since it is decreases with increasing bandwidth (Cfr 2), improvements in
the bandwidth as suggested by the previous point will
only improve the acquisition performance,
PLD implemented
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â.

5"2"3

the accuracy requirements are not met with the PLD
built around this particular VCO. À VCO with better
Iinearity over a large tuning range is required"
offered as the large dynamic
Some compromise is
range of this demodulator allows for a decrease in
maximum deviation (perhaps to below 50 MHz) which in
turn lessens the demand placed on the VCO design.
Geomagnetically induced current monitor

Standards for the monitoring of GIC neither exist nor have

to assess the
Specificaeffectiveness of the PLD for this application.
tions for past GIC monitoring programs l7J required an amplitude range of 10 Àmp to 200 Amp with a frequency response
of l mHz to 100 mHz. The lower frequenc.y and amplitude limits are set by thermal drift associated with HPU components.
Although the noise floor of the PLD was not measured below
Hz, it is expected that the low frequency noise (thermal
drift ) of the HPU will limit the dynamic range and bandwidth of the system. However, the effects of this noise are
minimized by designing the HPU for maximum sensitivity (ttrat
is to say, maximum deviation is achieved for 1 per unit current) which contradicLs the range requirements for protection and according to (5"2) threatens the accuracy for meFurthermore, the predictions of
tering applications.
accuracy following (5"2) assume that the VCO is modulated
about some center frequency which is held constant. À GIC
been proposed at this time making it difficult

1
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current will shift operation of the VCO to a different section of its transfer characteristic with a resulting degradation of accuracy. Hence,
for GIC measurement service,
superimposed on the metered Iine

on dynamic range and frequency re-

1"

The limitations

¿"

a GIC monitor are determined by the HPU
\
and not the PLD;
the functions of a GIC monitor and metering are not
compatible as a single system on the leve1 of the PLD
(although bottr funct,ions are possible by a single
sponse for

HPU);'
J.

it seems unlikely that the task of protection and GIC
monitoring could be assumed by a single unit on the
HPU level (although this is not a limitation of the
PLD)

5"3

"

GENERÀL CONCLUSIONS

Some generaJ.
1"

2"

conclusions resulting

from this program fo11ow"

the PLD is ultimately determined by
the VCO specifications, the most important of which
are tuning bandwidth, tuning range and tuning Iinearity"
Greater tuning bandwidth and wider linear tuning range over that of the VCO considered here is
necessary for adequate protection performance.
The PFD functions well in the service of very wide
deviation, strong signal (nF leve1 well above the
noise l-evel) FM demodulation"
Performance of
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2

The computer based loop simuLator introduced here is

a useful design and analysis tool for this type of
PLD. Àlthough calculator programs t15] have been introduced to model the PFD in a l-ocked loop, none have
been found to rigorously emulate the loop under both
locked and unlocked conditions. Moreover, the addition of the VCO pre-filter in a loop using a PLD has
not been simulated elsewhere although programs for
the third order locked loop are under development
[15].
L

The PLD out performs the delay line discriminator in

This large dynamic range
provide the option of combining the functions of protection and metering in one system.
The PLD exhibits similar linearity over a wide frequency range (large deviation) to the delay Iine discriminaLor. Furthermore, the Iarge dynamic range and
ability to control the center frequency of the PLD
with respect to the VCO rest frequency (by control of
the reference frequency) provides the designer with
the option of choosing the range of the VCO transfer
This greatly
function with which to operate over.
enhances the accuracy potential of the PLD for small
deviation input signals (metering) over that of the
discriminator.
The frequency response of the PLD is adequate but
could use further improvement. The delay line disterms of dynamic range.

5.

6.
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criminator on the other hand has excellent frequency
response and exhibits no significant turn on (acquisition) time" It is unlikely that the PLD will ever
out perform the discriminator in this area.
5"4

RECOMMENDÀTIONS

The following points are recommendations to be considered if

further development of this
1"

2"

.)

PLD

is undertaken.

Its use simplifies the acquisition problem and its large dynamic
range is essential to this application.
Use the ECL logic family for implementation. The resulting PLD will be quieter. Moreover, such an implementation is consistent with the next point.
A higher reference frequency (to that used here) is
desirable as better pump pulse attenuation wiII be
obtained with a possible reduction in the PLD noise
In addition, the loop frequency can subseqfloor.
uently be increased (depending on the VCO tuning
bandwidth) thereby increasing the PLD bandwidth. If
the IF frequency division ratio is to be maintained
at 1000, âD increase in operating (nr') frequency will
be necessary. However such an increase is demanded
by future systems which sha1I be using dielectric
waveguides as opposed to the free space path (ch" 1 ) "
Employ the PFD as a phase detector.
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¿.

5"

with an automatic frequency
control (eFc) which wiIl adjust the reference frequency of the loop as to maintain consistent operation of the VCO over a specified range of its transfer characteristic. That is to sâY, the defined VCO
rest frequency wiII consistent'ly represent a zero
current condition. Such steps are necessarYito ensure linearity for revenue metering and that the VCO
remains in the center of its tuning range (important
for Iarge current conditions).
À more frequency agile and linear VCO should be 1ocated. Possible suggestions would include some of
the recently developed PROM corrected, digital vco s
These vcos exhibit excellent Iinearity
124) , l25l .
and good tuning bandwidth. Commercial availability
and selection is timited at present. However, potential for their application in a future PLD design is
The PLD should be fitted

hi sh
6"

7.

The VCO should contain an RF buffer stage to prevent

frequency pulling by the mixer due to temperature
variations.
The HPU and PLD should be evaluated together as a
system before meaningful specifications can be written for the CT The very high performance criteria
(accuracy and frequency response) make accurate assessment of the PLD performance (in isolation) difficult with existing J-aboratory
117

equipment '

8.

not be atextremely Iinear

Revenue metering and GIC monitoring should

tempted by a single

PLD

until

an

(over the entire tun ing range) vco can be located.
5.5

EXTENSION OF RESEARCH

Below
ment

1.

2"

are listed some areas of further study in the developof the PLD based GPU"
i
A test bed should be devetoped which is capable of
applying rated currents to the HPU and the entire
System performance should be experimentally evaluated
as suggested in the previous section.
An investigation into the mechanisms of noise generation within the PLD should be undertaken" Possible
sources of PLD noise are
a) vco phase noise,
b) phase jitter associated with frequency dividers,
c ) pump pulse feed through and
d) noise associated with the Iow frequency stages
(loop filter etc.).
e) The noise measurements of Ch. 4 did not include
frequencies below 1 Hz" Such data should be obtained before the PLD is developed for use in a
GIC monitor.

The potential for AM to

PM

(amplitude to phase

modu-

lation) conversion was not investigated for this PLD.
interface that occurs before
The analog to digital
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the first IF frequency divider is felt to be the
point in the system most susceptible to these effects. AM to PM conversion should be measured 126l
and a suitable interface designed if this effect is
significant.
4" The effects of the IF amplifier frequency response
should be studied
5. Loop performance with higher order loop filters
should be investigated"

6. Finatly, the achievable performance of the HPU should
be determined perhaps with the test bed of the first
point in order t,o generate the ultimate performance
specifications for a complementary PLD"
5"6

SUMMÀRY

The following points summarize the conclusions of this the-

sis.
1. The PFD is an excellent choice as a phase detection
device for this aPPIication.
2" Computer simulation is a useful analysis tool for a
PLD that employs the PFD as a phase detector '
3" The PLD exhibits improved performance over the delay
line discriminaLor with regard to dynamic range and
similar performance regarding linearity atthough it
cannot compete with the discriminator in terms of
frequency response"
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A.

5"

The PLD can complement the HPU in a measuring systern

for revenue metering and GIC monitoring. These two
functions cannot be performed together by a single
PLD unless a VCO is found that exhibits extremely
good linearity over its entire range.
The PLD must. await the availability of a cost effect ive , f requency agi le , 1i near ( over a wide f r,equency
range) vCO before it can adequately perform the task
Such a device
of protection current measurement"
wiIl ultimately become available due to demand from
other applications such as electronic warfare and sophisticated navigation,
wideband communication and
The appearance of a commercially
tesL equipment.
available, high performance VCO wilI make the PLD an
obvious choice (over the discriminator) for a GPU in
a high performance, combined revenue metering and
protection current measuring system.
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Appendix
PERFORMÀNCE

À

CRITERIA FOR CURRENT TRÀNSDUCERS

TABLE À"1

Proposed Performance Specif ications

Item
RCF

Protection
Not exceeding
IEC Class 5p

3 degrees

60 Hz Phase
Er

ror

Suggested srlN
at Rated Current
Dynamic

Range

Not Less than
60 dB
1

200:1

Metering
IEC Class 0 "2
1

0 minutes

50

dB

24:1

(0.05 to 1"2
pu)

Frequency Range
Maximum System
Delay Time

System

rime

Turn-on

Not Less than

2 kli.z
50 sec.

1

00

Hz

n/a

Not Longer
than 1 sec.

2 msec.

The following definitions

20 to

are required in the text of this

thesis and are extracted from

CSÀ
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standard C13 1271"

TABLE À.2

IEC Class Specif ications
Percentage RCF at percentage
of Rated Current
CIass

10 up

to

0.1
0"2
0"5

20

0.2s

0.s
1"0

100

0"2
0"3s
0.75

100 up to
120

0"1

0.2
0"5
1"0
3"0

5p
1op

1"

20 up to

Phase Displacement

at Percentage of
Rated Current
Shown in minutes
10 up
20

to

10
20
60

20 up\

1

00

to
v/L
1 00
120
B5
15
45

10
30

60
60

Marked Ratio¡ The expected or ideal Ratio of primary

current to secondary current in a conventional CT
This will be a constant, valid throughout the range
of current, over which the transformer is to be employed.
2"

3.

True Ratio: The measured (or actual) ratio of primary

to secondary current "
Ratio Correction Factor (nCf'): The ratio of the true
The primary current is
ratio to the marked ratio"
egual to the secondary current multiplied by the
marked ratio times the ratio correction factor.
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4.

Composite Error of a Current Transformer: Composite

error shall

be

expressed as

a percentage in accor-

dance with

.""(at)

E=
c

Kn

where En is the composite error, Kn is the nominal transfor-

mation ratio, Irrrris the rms value of the secondary current,
is is the instantaneous value of the secondary current, ip
is the instantaneous value of the primary current and T is

the duraLion of one cycIe.
Proposed' performance specif ications

for unconventional

CTs t6l are tabulated in À.1 .

A sample of IEC class

accuracy spec i f icat ions were ex-

tracted from the GEC 'Protective
[eA] and listed in table A.2.
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Relay,

Àpplication Guide'

Àppendix

B

PHÀSE_LOCKED LOOP TRÀNSIENT RESPONSE

The second order loop response

signals is taken from Gardner

to three specific test input
t13l and reproduced in this

appendix.
The phase error

(t)

in radians resulting from an applied phase step of magnitude A0 (in radians) is given by

( ,f.Tr

Ag(cos

c.,,r)-

0e

. - 5<'rn t

rt*

ft

1-S2 c,rnt)e

(el (a) )
s<1

(el (b)

ae(1-ont)e-@nt

9-<
\-

A0 (coSH

( ,ßtI

oa

SINH'[L1.ut)

t )-

e

-Jon t

|

(sl (c))
5>1

The phase error in radians resul-ting from an applied fre-

quency step &.r in radían/second is given by

ùt(
@r

1
',r/T_F sIN

1-J2 @etre

-Son

t

(az (a)
5<1

N')
a)tl

(sz

(ort)e-ort

9-i.
\-

A¡¡/
--;:u)¡¡\ --:
,/

\,

1

_

s r NH

I

ßTi7,

^

. \ -Jont
E/e

|

ßz
s>1
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(b)

(c)

The phase error in

radians resulting

from

a

f requency

ramp Arl in radi an/second2 is given by

e) _

ao2

A/;)
eu2

(cos,/l-lz o,qt+ $rr*
,/ 1_ 3z

1-s2

c..,n

r

).-53i.ttrg

"""(sg (b)
e-4
5-

enZ

Arb
Qu2

(cosH ,ET1¿rn

)

(<1

1+o¡nt)e-oot

Nb _

(a)

|

t *7=*rrNH,ÆãJ<.rnr)u-stn j. tsg (c)

)

(>1

The parameters I and

are the damping factors and natural- Ioop frequency, respectively as defined earlier.
It asc.rn

sumed that the loop gain, KoKd))oln.

The above equations do

not include the steady state phase error
in (ez) and (sg).
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which is non-zero

Appendix

C

DATÀ ÀND PROGRAM LISTING FOR LOOP SIMULÀTION

for the PLD simulator is reproduced in
the latter part of this appendix. The input and outqut segInput
ments of the program have been removed for clarity"
parafneter values were passed to the PLD simulator from the
the input routine via an array named PARX" The loop output
voltage, phase error and time v¡ere stored in three separat,e
arrays for output "
The program listing

TABLE C.

'1

Flow table for the
R-V

0-0

R-V
0-1

R-V
1-1

1234
5238
5678
96712
52712
1278
10
9
s
6

Table c"1 is the f lov¡ table
used

in t hi s simulator"

MC12040

R-V
1-0

OUTPUT

1
1

11
11

f

0
0
0
0

12
12

-1
-1

or the Motorola

Thi s corresponds

128

MC1

2O4O ECL PFD

to the array,

TÀBLE C.2

Stability table for

MC12040

R-V

R_V

0-0

0-1

R-V
1-1

R-V

1-0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0
0

1

0
0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

1

1

in the program. Stab1e states are identified by a '1'
in the corresponding stability table, C"2 which is represented in the program by the array ISTÀBLE. The output column of table C.1 is provided by the array' IOUT in the program. These tables are based on data provided by the
IFLOW

manufacturer

[1

9] .

This program was written in the BÀSIC language for the
IBM6 PCjr microcomputer. Two features are identified that
applied to anmay affect the operation of this program if
PCjr BÀSIC allows
other computer " These are as follows;
multiple statements to be associated with the THEN clause of
an IF statement. For example, consider
10 IF X=À

THEN GOTO

2OO: PRINT ''NOT EQUÀL TO À'' :

6 International Buisness Machines Corporation
129

STOP

20

REM CONTINUE WITH REMÀINING PROGRAM

The statements "PRTNT "NOT EQUÀL TO À" " and "STOP" are considered as part of the THEN clause and in this particular

If the statement is false,
program execution continues with line 20" The second feature is in regard to the FOR-NEXT loop" Upon exiting from a
FOR-NEXT loop in PCjr BASIC, the counter is set to tÌìe first
unused va1ue. For example '
example, can never be executed.

10

FOR

J=1 TO 10

20 NEXT J

30 PRINT J

will result in the value 1 1 printed for J.
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1o

REÎ'lxxxxr+JÉr+*++Én

2(:r REf'l

PLD sII'|LJLATIIR - INTERVAL HALVING AL6oRITHIM (DEC. !4,

19BS)

3rl REM BY R' SIIEGAL' DEF'T. Of: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITy OF ¡1ANITOEA
4r) REt'l
5tl REt'l INPUT AhlD ourF'ur FRoGRAr.r sEGmENTS REMovEDT cINSTANT vco GA1N yERSI6N
óO REI'I FROGRAT'I IN IBM FCjr BASIC
7(J RE[{

B(l REt'l VARIAETLES I¡JITH NAt'lES BEGINNING t¡tITH H_N ARE
9{:) CLEâR

1üO OPTION EASE
11() DEFINT H-N

12(1 DIt'l IFLot'J (4tB) ISTABLE (4,e) ,Ir{(?,2)
( 15),PARX ( l5), pX*: '( 1S),pI X.t: (
1g)

:F

13t)

IIITEGERS

C)

,IÕLJT (B)

,voa(6(J0) ,ERRoe(6c)())

,GX (6c)(l) ,pARA

¡EP1

PE¡,1 INPUT F,ARAMETERS IN ARRAY F,ARX AS FOLLOI,IS:
15(l REIÍ PARX ((l) : NATURAL LOOP FREOUENCY IN HZ
1óö REM PARX ( 1) : DA|"IFING FACTOR
17ù REM PARX (?) ; SPARE PARAMETER NAf,tE
180 REM F,AñX (f,): INTEGRATOR CAFACITOR IN FARADS
19(l REM FARX (4): O|JTPUT R-C FILTER, RS IN OHHS
2t)t1 ¡E¡'1 PARX (4): ourFUT R-c FILTEF CAFAEITANCE IN FARADS
21ö REI-I PARX (5) : ourFrJT R-c FTLTER CAPACITANCE IN FAFADS
?2(l REM F,ARX (ó): VtrO GAIN CONSTANT IN HZ,/VOLT
2f,() REl,l FARX (7): VCO REST FREOUENCY IN HZ
24rl FEtl F,ARX (A): F,FD FTJMF OUT[-,UT tN VDLTS
25r) 6E¡1 FARX(9): AFFRoX. EASE INTERVAL- DELT IN sECoNDS (INITIAL TINE
srEp)
?ótl qE¡¡ F'ARX ( 1(:}) : TOTAL NUfIBËR OF ITERATIONS
T7(] REM PARX ( 11) : I'f INII'IUI'I INTERVTìL EETI^IEEN ITERATIONS IN SECONDS
2a() RElf F'ARX(12): TIME oF AFF'LIED II{FUT srEF rhl sECo¡{DS
î9(] REM F,ARX(1ì): FHASE STEF. SIZE IN DEGREËS (zERo FoR No STEF)
f,öt) REI'I F'ARX ( 14) : FREO. srEF' sIzE IN Hz (zERo FoR No srEp)
f,1(l ñEl'l F,ARX ( tS) : TNITTAL rNpUT FREOUENCY IN HZ
f,î(l REI.I
;f,fJ REII MISC NOTES:
34(i REl"l .. Is AND JS ARE THE Rot¡r AND coLUMN LAELES FoR THE FFD FLor¡ rABLE
f,5(] REÌ"I .. TOTAL RUN TII.IE (âF,PROX)=EIASE INT X TÛTAL NO. OF ITERATIONS
f,érl REM * AN INFUT MATRIX , IN IS FRovIDED IN THE FFD EMULATToN
Rourrr{E
f,7(l REN
ITJHICH ALLOT¡JS THE TFTION TO INVERT INPUT LOGIC LËVELS OF
THE
'lac) ñEM
Fl-ot¡t rAELE IN ORDER To MATCH THE vARIous L06IC
J9(l REÌ'l * CHANGES To rHE oRIGINAL pRo6RAt{ THAT ALLorÀr FoR FAMILIES
INTEGRAToR
4()() REM
EouNDiNG occuR IN THE FoLLot¡JING LINES¡ sf,c) E4a,
4 l(i FiEH
Ef,(l 1 16() 1 17{:} f f,8(l ?::9(l
42(i REI'I u* THE ourFUT TIME IN SEC0NDS AF,F,EARS IN cÌx(Io), THE Loop
4f,(J REM
PHASE ERROR iN DEGREES AF'F.EARS IN ERROGì (iO) AND THE
44ti ¡g¡
LOOF OUTF.UT VOLTAGE IN VOLTS IS STORED IN VOO(IO).
45(i REM * * AFTER vARiâELE oF{ CoNSTANT INDICATES DouErLE F,RECISIoN
46() REM * I AFTER VARIAFLË OR COI{STANT iNDICATES REAL SINGLE FREC.
47(:) REIT * Z AFTER VARIAELE t]R CONSTANI- INDICATES INTEGER
1411

4B()

REN

49r:r 65t

*rÉl+r(r+.r+¡*

5(:)(J REM

sEl- INTEGÑAToR LiouNDS (iN VOLTS)

31(l REM BOUNDL: LOI4ER trOUtVD ITOUNDL:
52(l REÌl
5f,() ETOUNDL=-. f,f,f,
54(i EttUNDU=r.66-/
55t) 65¡'1
5ó(i REM J**i+rt.J+ LOAII F'f:l) F.ARAI1S. *+{..tr*
57t-t

*rfrÉl**r+rÉ*

UF,F,ER EIIUND

6¡-¡1

5A() GOSUtT 1S:{l
59{:) ñEr'l

6(j(i FiEl'l *#t

r+rt

THl.s sEtì11El,lI CALu. !,AFirutJS cohrsrrìf,.lr-s

t-'Ror,r

'

Ir'rtlu-l F,f1R/il'lËlËFis

" :

++r.*..i+

l-'

,''' f ;;l''ì':':

';
r ': ::.
''i
;-:'':''t-'
. :.t.'..'':'t,.!rì,.,:.t,.,
'' .1.''r,11.,,::i;,,:,;',iJ';til.l;r,:i'lì:;i

61()

REM

62ru Pï?=6.?Bf,185

63c)

I,JN=PARX

6óCt

DAIIF =FARX ( 1 )
RSPARE=PARX (2)
C=PARX (3)

68O

CO=FARX

ó40
ó5o
670

(CJ

)

+ÉP

I

?

R3=PARX (4)

(5)

69Cr VKO=PARX(6)l+PIZ

7t-rtlt FV=PARX (7)

71ö

*FIz

VA=PARX (A)
72Cr NSTOP=PARX ( 1O)

73O DELTMIN=PARX(11)

74(l REM ADJUST INITIAL DELT TO A MULTIFLE OF TI¡JO TIMES THE MIN. DELT.
75O REM SET DELTEST SMALLER THAN DELMIN TO ASSURE ACCURATE TEST ßF EXIT

76C' NINTVZ=CINT(LOG(PARX (9),/PARX (1 1 ) ),/LOG(2! ) )
77C) DELTINIT= (2 !^NINTV7.) +DELTÌ,IIN
7B(1 DELTEST=. BTÉDELTM I N

79() TESTART=PARX ( 1?)
8(l(l PHSTEF=PARX ( 15) *p127566
SlO FRSTEP=PARX ( 14) *PI2
B2O FI=PARX ( 15) l+F I2

r

B.]O FO=BOUNDL*VI.,:O+FV

E4O

TNOFZ=NSTOF,

Ag()

RSCO=Rf,*CE

86O R2=2 !+DAMF'/ (t^,NxC)
B7O PDIiA=VE/Pl?
BB0 R1=FDKA*VIr.O/ (WN*I¡JNi+C)
89C) RIC=R1r+C
9{)C) RElf

91(]
9!t1
9f,ö

REI'4

*** THIS

SEGMENT

PE¡1

INITIALIZES VARIABLES AND STATE OF LOOF.TÉr(r+r+rÉ

COLOR 3

94Ct ¡1=1: HOF=1: IO=-1: JSTATIJS=1: AUXFI=rl

95ö THETAI=Crl

: THETAO=O ! ¡ FHERR=O

I

9óO REM SELEET IS,JS TO GIVE STABLE STARTING CONDITION (IE
97O IS=?: JS=4: TS=O

9AO VXF= (FO-FV) ,/VKO

99O

VO=VXF

1{)C)C,

DELT=DELTINIT

ltJlCt GOSUB 1950¡GOSUE ?t9tl

IOZC) CLS

1(130

REM

1C)4C)

REM r+.I+I(*IÉ MAIN LOAP EEGINS HERE *XrfXJ+

1r)5()
I

ó6ö

REM

RaLDZ=R7. ¡ VOLD7.=V7.

1O7O GESUB ?84(]
IOBC) LOCATE 1,1
1t-r9t1

p'ç¡çT

,'hJORt{ING ON ITERATION ,'THT,,TOWARDS ,,,NSTEP

11O(l TS=TS+DELT

111(t FRINT: FRINT ', IS JS F,Ut"lp"
112t1 FRINT USING "++##"¡ ISrJS,pUMpT.

I 1f,Cr
1

VF=PUMF7.*VO

14C} I F FUMFZ{

}O THEN G0SUB

2Sf,t.I:

GoTo

1 1BO

15(:t VO=VXP- ( VXP-VO ) *EXP ( -DELT,/RSCO )
116C) iF VO{EOUNDL THEN VO=EOUNDL: GOTO t t8r_r
1 1 7(] I F VO iBOUNDU THEN V0=ÉOIJNDU: GOT0 1 1 €Io
1

18(:} THETAO=THETAo+DELT#Fv+vIio*Vo*DELT
GOSUE 277()
1=')C] THETA I =THETA I +DELT*F I +THETA
1

119(l

121(i
122(l

12f,(i

GOSIJB 1450
GOSUE 195(l
IF RZ.l]"ROLD7. Oft VZ.,i |VOLDZ

60T0

:t;';

1f,4{1

FUMP7.=O)

i

COND.

124t) 665¡g 16711
125(l lO=IO+1
126(:t

1?70

1?A(l

129(l

OX ( IO) =TS
VOA ( IO) =VO
ERROQ ( IO) =PHERR*36t)l

H=H+

1f,fl{] IF H/ì=NSTOP THEN
1f,1(:I PRINT "DONE"
1f,2()

/6.24f,1AS

1

1{:)7C}

END

1f,3Q REM ***

THIS

134() DELT=DELT,/z

SEGMENT SUCCESSIVELY HALVES DELT

UNTIL EDGE IS L0CATED *.**

I

1350 IF DELT{DELTEST THEN DELT=DELTINIT:GOSUB 219(l:ROLD7.=RZ¿V1LDZ=V7.:GOTA 1240
13óO GOSTJB 29(l(l
137Ö TS=TS+DELT

138(:) VP=PUl"tF7.*V0
FUMF 7.{ ),.(l THEN GOSUE ?f,lir_r: GoTo 14f,rJ
14(]O VO=VXF- (VXP-VO) *EXP (-DELT,/Rf,CO)
141(] IF VO<EOUNDL THEN VO=FOUNDL:GOTO 143r)
142() IF VOIEOUNDU THEN VO=BOIJNDLJ:GOTû t4f,tl
14f,') THETAO=THETAO+DELT*FV+V!.::o*Vo*DELT
144C) GOSUF 277(l

139(l I F

1

45()

THETA I =THETA I +DELTT+F I +THETA
245C)
GOSUF 195Ct

14ó.J GOSUB

1470

149ö IF R7.{}ROLDZ Oñ
149t1 665¡g 2g4O

V7.<i>VOLDZ GoTO 1f,40

13C,() GoTO 137()

151()

REM

153()

REH

15?t) REM THIS ROUTINE LOADS IN THE DATA

F8R THE PFD ROUTINE

566 J=(:) T0 7
I-(1 T0 f,
15óö READ IFLOT¡I (I,J)
157t) ¡r¡E¡T I
15411

155C, FOR

15AC) NEXT J

¡676 1r2,Jr4
DATA 5r?r3rg
1ó1ö DATA 5t617 )A
161(i DATA 9t6,7tt?
16f,(i DATA
tll
164(l DATA =t7,7
L t?17,8
165t1 P6Tg 9,1ör11,13
1á6(l DATA 5ró,11,12
167() FOF J=(r TO 7
168(l FOR I=(J TO f,
169t1 Pg6¡ ISTAELE(I,J)
15911

1óa_)c_)

17(J(l NEXT I
171(1 NEXT J
l7rrl DATA 1r()rör1
17f,(l DATA {Jr1r1r()
174(l DATA 1r{Jr(Jr()

750 DATA e, 1 ,0, C)
17ó(l DATA (tr(Jrlr(J

1

177ö DATA c) , O , (J, 1
178(l DATA 1r1r(J,(J
179() DATA (Jr(j!1,1
lB(l(l FOR J=(:) TO 1
1B 1(l FOR I =tj TO 1
141(:' READ IN(IrJ)
1Af,tl NEXT I
184(] NEXT J
185() F|EM DATA

196(l DATA I,

FiOLLOI^,S

f:OR ECL IN[-,UT LOGIC LEVELS

1

:::-lì

187C} DATA 4,1

lAB() FOR Fl=t) TO 7
189(l READ iOUT (t{)
19()(l NEXT

l.::

1910 REM OUTF'UT DATA FOLLOT¡IS FOR ECL LOGIC 0UTFUT
192(l DATA ! 1I tt) 1(]'C)r(Jr-1 r-1
19ì(:) RETURN

LEVELS

1.94() RtrM
195(] REI4 SUEROUTINE FOR CONVERSION OF FHASE TO LOGIC VALUES

19ó.) REM
1970 REM INF'UT THETAI AND THETAO IN FAD.
198(] REI'I ÕUTPUT CORR. INTEGERS R7. AND
1990 REM ZERO FHASE VIELDS LOGIC ZERO

VZ

zcJcl(l REM

X (THETAL/S. 141595)
2(12ö RTR=TRUNC,/2-F I X (TRUNC/2)
2()3(l IF RTR)'. 1 THEN R7.=1:GûTO 205O

201O TRUNC=FI

2()40

R7.=()

2O5ö TRIJNC=FIX (THETAO/=. 14159s)
zOót) VTR=TRUNC,/?-F I X ( TRUNC./2)

?O7t:, lF VTR).1 THEN V7.=l:GOTO 209{)

Z.eO

VZ.=(j

2O9O RETURN
21(:)(l REM
2 I 10 REr1
21T(] REM PFD EMULATION ROUTINE

213() REM
214(] REM THIS ROUTINE REOUIRES OFTIÛN BASE OF (]
213A REM INPUT INTEGER AFRAYS IFLOWTINTISTABLE,IOL'|]21óC) REM INFUT LOGIC STATES R7.rV7., AND FRESENT STATE IS,JS,},:.S
:17ö REM RETURN WITH NEt4 STATES AND FUMF, SI6NAL, FUi'1F,7.
21AO

REM

219(r ISNEW=IN (R7. tvl,', -!
2?()() IF ISNEI¡J=IS THEN RETURN
î?1Cr IS=ISNEW
2""ö IFLOT{T=IFLOW ( ISrJS)
2?f,O JS=-1

334(:) JS=JS+

1

225ö IF ISTABLE(IS,JS)=1 THEN 237c1
GoTo 2?4(l
""ócr IF IFLOTJ(I5,JS)=IFLOhJT THEN 219r)
?27C)
2?A() GOTO î34(l
2?9O FLJMFZ=IOUT (JS)
2I(l(:) REM FUMP UP OCCURS FOR +1,

îf,1f)

DOt^lN

FOR-I

RETURN

2f,1Õ

REM

335Ö

REM

:Sf,(J ñEH
234':' FEM SUBROUTINE FOR THE CALCULATIAN OF LOBF.OUTF.UT

E1

INTGR. VOLT.

236Ct ZGll= (R?j+VF*C+R1C* (VXF-VO) -RJCO*VF) ,/R1C
237(l VO=-ZO1*EXF (-DELT/RSCtr) +VF,*DELT/R1C+281+VO

IF
2f,9() IF

2S8C)

VO(EIOUNDL THEN VO=EIOIJNDL:GOTO 14()C'
VO:IEOIJNDU THEN VO=BOUNDU:GOTO ?4(lö

24(]C' VXP=VXF+DELT*VPlR

1

C

241(l IF VXF.IBOUNDL THEN
241(l IF VXFIBOUNDU THEN
24f,(] RETIJRN
244Cr

VXF=BOUNDL: GOTO ?4f,(r
VXF=EOUNDU:GOTO 24I(l

REM

!45(] REI,I SUtsROU'I'INE FOR THE RENOI1MALIZATION OF THEI'AI AND ]'HETAO
246() fiEM
T47(J REM ADJUST AI\GLE hJHEI! ¡óO.OOI]84 DEG IS EXCEEDED
î4.8() FTEI.I TI]FiESI.JOLD I'1US'T EE GTTEATER TI-IAI{ i6(:) DEG. TO ASSURE F,OSITIVE
î49(:) tìEl'l

AT{CLES

-. ..

'

,:

:,: i,,..,.:,-.,:;i tr,-!:.._it
;:r:r' . -r'-i,;;.r:t,
,

ij....iÍtlrli..',:".-;:ì

PI2*=6 - 285185J'--,8#
IF THETAOi6.2E=2 THEN 254(J
232.J IF THETAi.,6.28='2 THEN 2óO(:)
25clO

25 1()

RETURN

234r) THETAON#=THETAO,/P I 2#

THETAO= (THETAON*-FIX (THETAON#) ) *PI2++
2361) REM
2371) REM ADDITION ANGLE ADJUSTMENTS NOW.
258C) REM

239ö 60T0 2520

26AO THETAIN*=THETAI /P12#
2ó 10 THETAI= (THETAIN#-F I X (THETAIN#) ) *PI2#

262.J REM
2óSO REI'I ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS NOhJ.

264'o REM
26=O RETURN

26ó0

REM

267C) REM SUBROUTINE FOR THE trALCULATION BF FHASE ERROR

2ó8O REM
2ó9O ERRORN=THETAI-THETAO

27OO COMPERR=ERRORN-SGN (ERR0RN) t+ó. 28f, 185

271C) DELTERR=ABs (ERRORN-FHERR)

272t) DELTCOMF=ABS (COt'IFERR-F'HERR)
?7f,ö IF DELTCOT'IF{DELTERR THEN FHERR=COMFERR:RETURN
?74O

2750

PHERR=ERRORN
RETURN

27óc) REM
?77O REM THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A TEST INFUT WITH INFUT

FHASE

2780 IF TSl:TESTART THEN THETA=(-r:RETURN
279(r THETA=PHSTEPxJSTATUS+FRSTEP*DELT
?BOt:) JSTATUS=(J

281(1 RETURN

282(r
28.]()

REM

REM *IÉJ+I+* SUETROUTINE FOR SAVING STATE OF LOOF,

i(.I+t+I+I+

?84Cr TSOLD=TS

2450 THETAOûLD=THETAO
28óÙ THETAIOLD=THETAI
2B7O VOOLD=VO
2AAO VXPOLD=VXP
2E9O RETURN

29C)O REM **** SIJEROUTINE FOR RECALLiNG F.AST STATE OF LOOF
29 1t-r TS=TSOLD
293ö THETAO=THETAOALD

39f,() THETAI=THETAIOLD
294t) VO=VOOLD
295C' VXP=VXFOLD

296Ö

RETURN

, ;',..',:1

,ir,:'.,il;l;r,,..n

.,,,: r,',t,,

**{+*

Àppendix

D

GLOSSÀRY OF NOTÀTION

description

symbol

IF

current transducer
high potential unit
ground potential unit
radio frequency
intermediate f requency

FM

freguency modulation

ÀM

amplitude modulation

TTL

transistor-transistor logic
emitter coupled logic
Yttrium Iron Garnet

CT
HPU
GPU

RF

ECL

YIG
GIC
PLD

geomagnetically induced currents
phase locked demodulator

main page ref
\

1'

2
2

3
4
9

PFD

voltage controlled oscillator
phase freguency detector

21

PU

pump-up

23

PÐ

pump-down

23

vcE

V channel enable

72

RFS

72

Qi

reference frequency select
instantaneous input frequency

10

ú)c

to the demodulator
center frequency of the demodulator

vco

136

10

10

"

ú)o

instantaneous

VCO frequency

arel

natural loop frequency
loop reference frequency

,u

instantaneous frequency of the signal

ú)n

10
15
51

52

ei

applied to the V input of the PFD
instantaneous frequency of the signal
applied to the R input of the PFD
instantaneous IF frequency
instantaneous offset from the PLD
center frequency
instantaneous input phase to the PLD

eo

instantaneous

11

ee

instantaneous loop phase error

0u

phase of the signal applied to the

oR

Qil
ae

VCO phase

52
52

76
10

11

26

a.o¡

V input of the PFD
phase of the signal applied to the
R input of the PFD
phase of the monitored Iine current
phase of the demodulated signal
maximum phase error timit of the
loop phase detector
peak input frequency deviation

Àro

peak VCO frequency deviation

18

vo

instantaneous PLD output voltage and

o*

ói
óo

Aót

control voltage
phase detecLor output voltage;
PFD output in the locked mode;
PFD output in the unlocked mode

VCO
vd

137

26
16
1B

19
16

12
11

26
30

vp

trp
Ti
fn

tp
N
5

a
Go

jr)
F( jr)

H(

Ko
Ko

magnitude of the PFD pump voltage

26

voltage across the integrator capacitor
input signal period
estimated acguisition time
pump time
IF frequency division ratio
loop damping factor
Iine current frequencY
demodulator gain
closed loop transfer function

35

Ioop filter function
VCO gain constant
phase detector gain

12

39

32
25

1

5

16
17

13

12
11

Note: Frequencies designated by ú) wiIl have units
of rað.ian/second unless stated otherwise"

138,

52

-

